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Cuomo Comes 
To Ithaca 
By Brian Walsh 
In his bid for the Gover- job." 
nship of New York State Surprisingly, most of Mr. 
Mario M. Cuomo, Democratic Cuomo's attacks were aimed 
Candidate for Governor, not only at Lew Lehrman, but 
made a campaign stop at the at Reaganomics. Although he 
State Theater on Tuesday, Oc- did not outline any specific 
tober 29th. Calling his race methods for solving New York 
for the Governorship "The St ates u n em p Io y men t 
biggest challenge to New York problem, Mr. Cuomo did ac-
State Voters," Mr. Cuomo cuse Reaganomics as the cause 
blasted both Reaganomics and for both the nations and New 
his chief opponent Republican York States high unem-
businessman Lewis E. Lehr- ployment. He cited budgets 
man. cuts in public spending 
Although Mr. Cuomo was programs and CET A 
billed to appear from 4 to 5:30 programs as causes. 
pm he was an hour late due to Speaking about his 
a newspaper interview at The Republican opponent, Mr. 
Ithaca Journal. Cuomo said, "You can't buy 
During his twenty-five everything." This was a 
minute speech Mr. Cuomo reference to the amount of 
drew several laughs from his money Mr. Lehrman has spent 
audience, a Cuomo trademark on his campaign for Governor 
that has emerged in this cam- - 8 million dollars as compared 
paign. Mr. Cuomo to Cuomo's 3 million. Mr. 
established himself as a Cuomo admitted that Mr. 
traditional Liberal Democrat Lehrman could win the elec-
by aligning himself with tion if New Yorkers let him 
"Traditional Democratic "buy it." But he did reaffirm 
principles." his belief that New Yorkers 
He outlined those principles as will elect him because he stan-
-ds for traditional Democratic 
the governments responsibility 
to reach out to those people principles New Yorkers are 
who are less fortunate. Mr. moSt familiar with· 
Cuomo asserted th "Gover- M~. Cuom.o_al~o criticized 
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For Laughter 
By Mona IS,reiger 
If anyone called Dale Win-
ter a clown, it is doubtful that 
he would be offended. He is a 
certified clown in the true sen-
se of the word, but it is not 
likely that one would see him 
performing with Ringling 
Brothers. He is the 
Prostestant Chaplain at Ithaca 
... ~~~~ College. 
stitutions. They make it easier 
for people to relate to the 
stories and ideas. It be(iomes a 
thoroughly enjoyable and 
enlightening experience for the 
performers as well as the 
audience. They give flowers 
and love balloons to cheer 
people up in the homes or 
hospitals. 
. __ ,~)~ 
........ ·t· ·r· 
One may think it quite 
unique, or even strange for a 
chaplain to be a clown as well. 
Actually the combination is a 
very good one. When ex-
plained by Dale Winter, the 
idea becomes even more ap-
pealing. Clowning is a means 
stories are extremely 
signigicant factors in con-
tributing to the well rounded 
individual." Dale Winter em-
ploys his belief in his work. 
By performing various Biblical 
Stories or ideas, the observer 
will experience the meaning 
and lesson. Instead of hearing 
the story or lecture, the person 
can become pa"rt of it and thus 
can identify with it more 
easily. Dale Winter shares his 
talent with a group called the 
National Clown, Mime, Pup-
pet-Dance Ministry. 
Another group which deals 
with the connection of arts 
and worship is the Liturgical 
Arts Guild. "They consist of 
students and faculty who have 
a specific interest in ex-
ploration, experimentation, 
and development of the arts.'' 
They strive to "enrich the un-
derstanding of human life.'' 
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.• ·~.!.·, . i~ the use of imagination is 
, 
. 
Chaplin Winter juggles halos 
: : -_·: -._)d~ lacking in college. "The ver-
.:',; ~i] bal. logical and scientific 
. .. :. : .. ·Z!',!!illll. aspect of education is only 
half of what should be part of 
the learning experience. 
Imagination, myth, art and 
The group is sponsored by 
the various denominations. 
They promote art forms as "a 
way of proclaiming some of 
the truth about life." They 
tryp to get people to identify 
with human suffering and ex-
perience the senses. Through 
the various ~rt forms, such as 
dance and puppetry they retell 
a story about an event in 
human life or Biblical History . 
The various groups travel to 
nursing homes, schools, 
hospitals, and other in-
Dale Winter is part of a 
specific group of clowns, The 
Holy Fools. The group serves 
the same purpose as the more 
general performance groups. 
Last summer there was a 
clown convention at I.C. con-
sisting of six hundred clowns 
involved in a workshop 
dealing with the ways in which 
to convey ideas through ex-
con 't. on page 3 
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WHAT ARE YOU DOING . · 
Jim Bonanni 
: Exploratory 85 
: '"Trick· or .treating at all the 
keg parties" 
Patty O'Beirne 
Politics 86 
"Showing my boyfriend from 
home a_good time" 
John Onderdonk Scoot Clements 
Economics Management 85 ~00th811 85 
"Buying a couple dozen eggs Put on a coStume and do up 
. Starsky and Hutch" 
, · and bombmg Cornell studen-
ts" 
Al Tepper 
TVR86 
"Going to a bar with a girl 
named Natalie 'if everything 
works out. 
Chris Weiller 
TVR86 
"Put on my batman costume 
and go trick or treating" 
Jeff Daily 
Phys Ed 85 
"Try to find out what type of 
witch Al's Natalie is" 
Clint Eastwood 
Coolness 
"Anything I damn well 
please" 
October 28. 1982 
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This weekend is going to be one wild one on this 
and everyother campus in the nation. Halloween is 
a great time to be on college campuses. It is a time 
of togetherness and fun. 
Each year though, there are many Halloween 
problems. 
The first Haloween problem is that it is on a 
Sunday. This a major problem for people who have 
tests on Monday (like myseIO.Haloween is a rowdy 
time of the year, but unfortunately, do to when it 
falls, not everyone can go out and party. Con-
sideration is the key here. Even though Haloween is 
a great time you most be considerate _of those that 
can not celebrate. 
The second Haloween problem is .the trick or 
treating. Even though I.C. students are no longer 
children many of them are still kids at heart. Trick 
or treating can be a lot of fun, but be careful of it. 
Some little kid may decide to terrorize you instead 
of merely tricking you. Actually, be careful of the 
candy you give and receive. Because of the recent 
Tylenof incidents there was even talk about 
disallowing trick or treating this year. Please eat 
only candy you are sure about and only offer candy 
you are sure parents will allow. 
The third and most important problem of 
Halloweenis little children. If you are going to be 
out on Halloween eve please watch out for little 
ghosts and goblins that may be haunting about. 
Many children wear dark clothing and stay out late 
on Halloween so be careful. 
Have a great time! 
Tricks or Treats and Happy Halloween from the 
Ithacan. 
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Rape: · 
A Sensitive Subject By Carole Bober There's a social sorority on campus that's doing a lot more 
than ju,t socializing. Delta 
To The Editor: consented sexual intercourse dominate male in the media, Phi Zeta is an organization of 
The guy downstairs '·''at- with a person, whom the rapist and the routine verbal abuse a women active in community 
tempted" to rape the girl is not married to; it is the walking woman undergoes as service. 
alcohol awareness day in the 
Union. Halloween is coming, 
and this event will be no excep-
tion . The sisters will be 
throwing a big Halloween 
bash,but its no ordinary party. 
down the hall last weekend af- result of physical coercion and a reminder that she is In the past few weeks, the 
ter an infamous Lodge Party. psychological duress, it is not rapable .) sisters have accomplished a 
She had him arrested. People the result of an invitation into Therefore, maybe one is variety of community services. 
are talking about it--many are the living-room to watch shocked that last week's victim Last month they helped the 
shocked. Girls are making "Saturday Night Live." dared to call her domination Tompkins County Association 
It's part of the Greater Ithaca 
Activity Center for under-
priveleged kids. 
sure their dorm room doors . It is unjust and unrealistic to and degredation rape. That for Retarded Kids. During 
are locked; guys are jesting expect a woman to alter and she dared to make it publicly Parents WeekenC:, the sisters 
about sexual deprivation. My censor all of her actions, sim- know that with or without set up a table in the Union for 
question is why? ply because she is "rapable." weapons, that with or without THE American Cancer 
Is not every citizen of this To say that a woman should witnesses, she was a victim of society-distributing pamphlets 
patriarchal society aware of constantly avoid placing her- the Pro Po g and i zed and answering questions. 
That's just a sample of the 
things the sisters of Delta Phi 
Zeta are doing to help the 
community. Of course, 
they're STILL living up to 
their name of being a '' Social 
Sorority." After all, ALL 
work and no play wouldn't be 
the crime of rape? Unfor- self along with a man with dominant/aggressive-male and They c1l~o c:ponsored an 
much..;..fu.;..n_! ____ _ 
lunately when the word rape is whom she is acquainted with, subordinate/passive female 1~..:.::::.,;:_-'..'.:...:.:~...:..!.:.:.:..:.~:.:..::.~....:::..:.:.... ____________ _ 
mentioned people think of a is to say that men have control sex roles of this society. Or 
huge, dark and dirty man over their country but not over maybe, one is shocked at the 
stalking in the shadows of an their sexual desires. It is to say realism that a thing like rape perience. They learn how to 
unsuspecting female in a city that a woman's refusal or exists--downstairs or down the teach and communicate 
park. This prevelant image is protest is not enough to stop hall--which serves as a social serious messages through light 
a myth of the media; it is not her from being controlled and function to restrict and inhibit hearted performance. 
the most common form c,f dominated. the mobility and freedom of The clowns and other per-
rape. It is "date-rape" which However, it is just these women. formers use their abilities for 
is one of the most popular beliefs and others that are im- This letter is not meant to fund raisers too. Last year the 
forms. Ironically it is also the plied within the Jaw that con- serve as a record of last week's clowns took part in a drive 
least likely to be reported. tinually questions, and cross- incident, since the concealed against world hunger. Dale 
'" Date-rape" usually takes examines the victim as if she facts are unknown to me. It is Winter feels. strongly about 
place under very controversial was the criminal. An explicit meant to refer to a close-to- this problem and has taken a 
circumstances. The victim has illustration of this blaming of home example of a common more solemn approach this 
often spent the evening the victim is found within the occurence. Therefore in the year. 
socializing and drinking with perverted patriarchal concept . second paragraph I have at- On October 28, one 
her rapist. She may even in- that;,, She was asking for it." tempted to propose what I thousand people will obstain 
vite him into her home, and There are many contributing believe to be "normal" con- from eating in the Macke 
have possibly consented to a factors which have allowed tingencies of what I have Dining Halls. The Macke 
certain extent of physical con- our society, -unlike others, to defined as \'date-rape." Company will contribute the 
tact--but these conditions are accept, tolerate, and reinforce cost of the raw food to world 
not, and should not serve as rape. (In example, the Donna Dubuc hunger. Dale Winter believes 
requisites to rape. Rape is un- glamorization of a s1::x11ally En~lish '85 that from the fast people who 
...:...:::..:.:.:=..:.:..=.. __ :.....:.._ __ _:....:_ __ _.:::=:.:..:..::.=:.:.:..::..:__::..:__:::._..:.:..::.:..:.:.:.::::.:.::.. ______________ 11 do not suffer daily from 
Response 1fo Racial lnjusttnc(e JLetter 
To the Editor, 
I'm writing in response to a 
letter in the issue of the 
ITHACAN two weeks ago 
titled RACIAL INJUSTICE. 
a bad attitude, but to be open, 
friendly and to make 
suggestions to help the 
problem. 
Racism and discrimination 
in our society is very 
dangerous. We see what it 
does to other societies and we 
see what it can do to our own. 
It does exjst today and I feel it 
is getting worse. All one has 
to do is go to a public 
bathroom and read the anti-
hunger will identify with the 
needs and suffering of those 
who do. He believes "people 
should learn about themselves 
in relation to the world and 
how they can improve it." 
Along with Dale Winter, Jill 
Neiman and Liz Griffith of the 
Rec. Department are avidly 
supporting and leading the 
He.Ip Crop, Stop Hunger 
Drive. They are not using the 
clown techniques ·this year. 
They vary the approach from 
year to year. 
The Chaplains work 
together in trying to institute 
the programs and fund raisers 
for the college community. 
This year they are bringing an 
Ithaca College course in the 
Arts to the J.C. community. 
Every mght at 7:00 from 
November 10-14, there will be 
a program in the chapel 
dealing with the story and 
recovery of imagination. They 
want to show that the Art of 
Imagination A appears to 
everyone and has a role in 
higher education. 
Dale Winter is a unique 
Chaplain. He Slipports the ar-
ts as a means of conveying 
stories and ideas. He believes 
"the artist wants to get at a 
meaning and religion is a bin-
ding together. He feels that 
the combination of art .. ,d 
religion is a good way 
enable people to relate tu 
religious or other experirn-
ces." Even though he i£ a 
clown, his ideas are not a joke. 
He touches 01. • :me very 
serious topics such a~ world 
hunger and uses his artistic 
abilities to convey his ideas 
and religous stories. The use 
of one's imaginaion is a vital 
key to relating to the suf-
fering, and senses and ex-
periences of others. 
Schedule for Ithaca College 
Course in Arts November 10-
14: 
Wednesday: Lucy Brady, 
Early Biblical 
Friday: Hasidic Priest, 
Biblical History-stories 
Saturday: Catholic, 
Humor and Human 
Sunday: Midway Program, 
Fool's Journey, Medevial 
Pageant 
I was quite disturbed by the 
letter because I feel more 
harm than good may have 
come of M. Perry's indignant 
cry of racial injustice. When 
we in society address a social 
issue, we must be very ·careful 
to word our viewpoint as not 
to make accusations or to of-
fend the people we are ad-
dressing. Well I am offended 
and Jet me tell you why. 
I agree wit~ many of the 
issues Ms. Perry spoke about, 
but I object more to the 
fashion in which she spoke. 
Ms. Perry must realize that she 
attends a school in ·which the 
majority of white middle class 
students haven't had much ex-
posure to black culture. When 
people experience something 
for the first time, whether it be 
music or culture, the first reac-
tion is very dependant on the 
atmosphere in which it is 
presented. It also must be 
realized that new experiences, 
especially in the context of 
culture, can never be forced on 
another group or culture. 
music" and when they did 
play her music it was only one 
s0111eand people were offended 
by that one song. Well I come 
from a backround where I like 
classical music. I have nothing 
against rock & roll, as Ms. 
Perry, but I would never 
dream of going to a party and 
asking the host to put on 
Vivaldi's Four Seasons Sym-
phony because I feel it is im-
portant for the guest to learn 
about my culture and my 
tastes. People would be upset 
and possibly even offen~f it 
were played because of the un-
farmiliarity of the music and it 
would have been presented in 
the wrong atmosphere. If 
culture or music is forced 
upon someone, that person 
may be alienated from that 
culture, or music forever. 
-semitic, anti-black or, anti-
ethnic slurs on the walls to 
believe it. Several swatikas 
have been painted on. the 
Jewish' Synagogue downtown 
and several STOP signs have 
had THE JEWS painted on 
them. This is extremely 
frightening to me and should 
be to you. We, as an 
educational institution, should 
be involved in trying to stop 
the problems, not make them 
worse. I feel the first step 
should be an open dialogue 
and that can be achieved 
through this newspaper. We 
must avoid making ac-
cusations or sounding in-
dignant in our presentations 
because this will only push us 
backwards. Ms. Perry is quite -
correct in her feelings of being 
fed up, but let's try and be 
constructive, no_t destructive 
and work with what we have. 
I lITJHIACAN IP@llfoy I The ITHA<:AN is proud to be able to publish co~pomdence 
form the t'ollege community that accurately reflects the 
viewpoint of individuals and/or compuw org~nimtione. 
However. we respect our responsibility to provide only 
legiiimete letiere with public forum. 
I am referring to the story in 
which Ms. Perry· speaks about 
her experience at a party when 
the sponsors refused to play 
some '!contemporaty urban 
I certainly can sympathize 
with Ms. Perry's gripes 
because -discrimination does 
exist in our society as well as 
our campus and I by no means 
oppose cultural exchange. In 
fact I feel very strongly that it 
is healthy and necessary, but 
the Jetter Ms. Perry wrote·two 
weeks ago will only build walls 
and make people, like myself, 
more frustrated and hesitant 
to do something· about the 
problem. The way to open 
doors to more cultural ex-
change is not by acc_using the 
·people of the college of having Dan Berman '84 
Becam~e of this, the ITHACA:~ requires the·following format 
,for lette,1"11 Mubmitted for publication: 
1. Name. major end year of graduation. Will be withheld 
upon request. 
2; Phone number on<I address. 
3. Typed neatly 41nd no longer then tw~ typewritten pages. 
4. Spelling corrected. fWe will not do itior the author.~ 
· Correspondence may be sent through intercampus moil to 
· the ITHACAN,< Basement of Landon Ha~ Off:-eampoe 
corree~ndents may write us at ·1'UE ITHAC~~ :Basenie~, '9~ 
London Hall. -Ithaca College, lchaco; NY -1~. -· All leUe),'11 
must be ~ived by S:00 p.m. Mon.day afternoon 
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me Return§ t@ the Twilight Zone 
By Michael Murphy become the object of an en- tape called '' A Portrait of 
thused revival. Rod Serling," made by IC Tonight, in Textor 102, the 
third of four lectures on 
various social implications of 
the work of filmmaker and 
science-fiction writer Rod 
Serling will be given. The lec-
tures are accompanied by 
selected episodes of. Serling's 
Twilight Zone, a successful 
science-fiction television 
program of the early 60's 
which has enjoyed a large syn-
dicated following and recently 
The fir t lecture, of par- students shortly after his death 
ticular interest to those on the iiT 1975, and the pilot episode 
South Hill, dealt with Serlings of the "Twilight Zone" series, 
long association with Ithaca which explores psychological 
College. Lecturer Professor testing and the demands of 
John Keshisoglou spoke about space travel. 
Serling 'snvolvement withlC On October 21, Ben Crane, 
as a guest lecturer, visiting Ausistant orofrssoe of 
professor, commencement Television-radio, lectured on 
speaker, and honorary Doctor science-fiction as social 
of Letters. The presentation criticism. He emphasized the 
included a thirty minute video fact that Serling's social and 
• 
• 
AND 7HE.R.EE. YOVARE FoLKS ! ARE R JZ 7 CON.SEL:.LJ17VE TDR.OI-
SWALLOWS/ SER.6E 1-1-eRE AC.Tl/ALLY Pf?E.P£R57HE7AS!E a= 
0£D VIENNA t:ANMIAN BEER TO A GlAS:5 a:: R£q 5£M!-GL055 
/;/VAM£L ! WHA-r EXACTLY ARE YOl)R COMMENT51SI=~? 
VERY B£lTERT1-1AN R£/),,. Bur NOT MA Y8l;;" 8EJ1ER ALR!tili, SE£GE, 
THAN YB..LCW! S'ER(;£UK!:3 YEll.DUJ ENAMEL!' 1HAT'S £JJOUGI/ 
----------....:=-::::-~,------ CJF1Hlflf!Ne.w 
~@$I people prefer Old Vienna 
ft@almost anything~ , 
This advertisement is a blatant attempt to 
persuade you to buy Old Vienna beer. If you keep 
buying our beer, we'll keep running our cartoons. 
Imported by Century Importers, Inc., Baltimore, Maryland 
I 
~ACK 
TOY~ 
fl{XI.NJ}! 
DAYS PARTY 
1fIHilIS FRIDAY OCTOBER 29th 
~~~\\~ NORTH40 
Sponsored by the Senior Class 
political positions had to be 
compromised because· of the 
popular and vulnerable nature 
of his medium. Television is 
subject to the preferences and 
interests of advertisers and 
regulatory agencies. 
Tonight's lecture will be 
given by P,atty Zimmerman 
and Frank Tomasulo, 
assistant professors of cinema 
and photography, and will 
center on the implications of 
-
nuclear war examined in the 
series. Serling was one of the 
first creative minds to com-
ment on the possible effects of 
nuclear warfare, especially in 
television. · 
The lecture program will 
conclude on November 4, 
when Martin Laforse, 
professor of education, com-
ments on the social im-
plications of the series' 
popularity. 
Outstanding 
Talent At ALS 
Parent9§ 
Weekaend 
By Sarnya Smith Amani Singers of Ithaca 
This year's Afro-Latin College enlightened the cmpus 
Society's Parent Weekend with a program of Gospel 
revealed an abundance of music. The choir, conducted 
talent on Ithaca College's by Michelle Johnson, was ex-
campus. On Friday, October tremely energetic throughout 
22, and Saturday·, October 23, the entire performance. Their 
the Kummba Repertory Com- energy was so strong that the 
pany presented a Kaliedescope audience was put into that 
of poetry and song entitled, same frame of being. Along 
"First World On and Off with musical selection, the 
Broadway." Fentured were program included a reading 
the poems and songs of such from the scripdtures, and a 
celerated artists as Nikki moment of prayer. Amani's 
Giouanni, Langston Hughes, closing selection "I'm 
Billie Boliday and Steve Won- Looking for a Miracle" was 
der. The entire cast and crew done pcrticularly well and in 
did a wonderful job in making turn left the audience with the 
the show consist of former feelings of peace, hope, and 
Kummba performers, but it joy. The Amani Singers are 
also introduced new talent to definately building a good and 
Ithaca College's entertainment solid musical reputaion of 
scene. Ithaca College's Campus. 
On Sundav. October 24, the 
• Albany, NY 
• Connecticut 
• Garden City, LI 
• Huntington. LI 
• Ithaca, NY 
Manhattan 
• Central & North 
New Jersey 
Westchester 
ADELPHI UNIVERSITY OFFERS: 
Extensive 40-hr. 4 week or 32-hi. "Weekender" 
courses • Live lectures • Simulated exam 
conditions • Special home-study materials • 
. Tape library • Up-to-date course materials • 
Group & individual counseling 
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In on effort lo bring the 
students and faculty closer 
together, THE JTHA CAN has 
initiated a Professor Profile 
,focusing on individual 
professors. 
By Juliet Bailey 
Meredith Harris is originally 
from Boston. She first 
became interested in physical 
therapy while working as a 
nurse's aide at a children's 
hospital. Her educational 
background includes a 
Bachelor of Science in 
Physical Therapy from the 
.. :· , . ~ University of Conneticut, a 
·,,:.:...., g Masters degree in Health 
' 0 
Cl Sciences from Hunter College 
~ and a Doctorate in Special 
o Education from Columbia 
£ University. Before coming to 
~ Ithaca College she was the 
--~---... ~ administrator of a program 
Meredith Harris sitting comfortably in her new office for severely retarded 
adolescents and adults. 
c~-H. 
I KIIPUIN EDUCATIONAL CENTER TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 
PREPARE FOR: 
LSAlf 
636 W. STATE ST. 
llTHACA, N.Y. 
277-3307 
CLASSES BEGIN: 
{)~tto 30 
" 
FoR YouR NEXT ENTERTAl:S.MEST 
Il] lHL 1B IL O [ lHI 
TEL. 475-4019 
THE MAGICIAN 
920 EAST 6TH STREET 
NEw YoRK, N. Y! 10009 
Dr. Harris brings with her a 
wealth of background ex-
perience which she en-
thusiastically applies to 
teaching the junior class of 
physical therapy about ethics 
of their profession. By 
drawing on her past clinical 
experience~ she is able to 
create rralistic situations 
which the student will 
probably face in the future. 
She then helps them consider 
the ethical issues behind 
decisions a physical therapist 
must make when confronted 
with any controversial 
situation. 
As the new A'>SistantDirector 
of Physical Therapy, Dr. 
Harris has many objectives for 
the future. "Number one I 
think is to continue to main-
tain the high standards and 
reputation of our program. I 
also intend to further develop 
our faculty both clinically and 
in researcti. With our new 
facilities here I also see a great 
potential for expanding our 
community involvement. l 
believe it is important for us to 
look at bringing together all 
the physical therapy services in 
Tompkins County, Ithaca 
College_, Tompkins Com-
munity Hospital, The Special 
-Children's Center and others. 
N OVo :Il.5 
of/rst Trimester Abortions 
o Confident/al Counseling 
oQne Visit & Follow-up o $210 lab tees lncludecJ 
~lllloo;c;(~mnurutein M.D. "I think they have a lot to offer and so do we." So that in a nutshell is Dr. 
Classes With Sufficient Enrollment 
----------------------------------------
.c;aae BfRH WES 4,\h'-d, ¢''i:·a·,'@:r1·t,s::-:1 
Meredith Harris, R.P.T. Ph. 
Ed. our new assis.tant director 
of physical therapy. If you 
ever feel like talking about 
physical therapy don't hesitate 
to stop by. Her office is on the 
third floor of the new 
building. 
CALL TODAY FOR DNFORMATION 
TONIGHT! 
The Goodtimers 
f riday Night 
Oct. 29 
The Good.timers 
Tuesday lunclh. 
Nov.2 
Classic Duo 
Monday Night 
Nov.1 
Classic Duo 
Tuesday Night 
Nov. 2 
Vicki Goldsmi11:lh 
Medical Schoon 
Tampl~o. Mexico 
What Makes 
o A OuafitV 
M!dk:al Scboori 
A. f. Firo Fccu!ty 
·· D a. G=d Faciliti!S 
3. Quality Student Body 
4. Supefvised Clef1(ship 
Pn,grams for Qualified 
~ "'1 4th YtRJ Sllm'IIS 
Noreste offers a 4-year program. 
has small ClasseS. IS W.H.O. listed. 
~ol tho NOlth Eool 
Allml:rsslons 
120 E.!S 41 SI. NY, NY 10017 
con't. from page 1 
his opponent for his campaign 
tactics. Although both men 
are known to respect each 
other, Mr. Cuomo called Mr. 
Lehrman a "liar" and said, 
"There has never been a cam-
paign like this one in New 
York State or the whole coun-
try." Again Mr. Cuomo was 
referring to Lehrman cam-
paign flyers that he feels are 
distorting his positions on 
such issues as abortion, capital 
punishment and immigration 
quotas. 
Many political analysts have 
labeled this gubernatorial race 
as a "clasical contest." For 
the candidates in this. race both 
represent their traditional par-
ty lines. The final days of this 
race will determine the winner 
on November 2nd. 
~ ]]HIE ITHACAN 
FRIDAY &SATURDAY ON.LY! 
Friday & Saturday 
10-9 10-6 
$1,000,_000worth 
of 14 karat gold 
chains, earrmgs 
and charms af 
wholesale pritte§o 
A major importer is coming to our store 
with $1,000,000 worth of 14K gold 
jewelry to be sold at half price. 
SAILE: 19.99 Reg. $40 
14K GOLD HERRINGBONE OR COBRA 
BRACELET 
Gorgeous 14K gold necklaces and bracelets 
in 7 "-30" lengths. All the latest styles from 
Italy! Reg. $20-$2000. Now on sale for $9.99· 
$999 
Beautiful pierced earrings in hundreds of 
styles. Starting at $9.99 
Exquisite charms for men and women in a r ult 
array of styles. Reg. $19.99-$200. Now just 
$9.99·$99. Not every style in every store. Pie- , 
ture enlarged to show detail. 
This is the time to buy when gold is low! So 
buy your Christmas gifts now. All major store 
payment plans acceptable. 
ambert 
ll,,_,,_;,~ ewelers 
October 28, 1982 
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Beautiful Str amer 
"Streamers" at Drummond 
Studio 
By Rosemarie Tishelman 
The Vietnam War is a 
popular subject these days in 
the arts and in the media. 
Public interest has been 
sparked by the controversy 
and heightened emotion 
surrounding- the i:opic. 
"Streamers" written by David 
Rabe, is yet another dramatic 
treatment of the Vietnam 
issue; although the themes run 
from homosexuality to class 
antagonisms. Predictably, the 
play's recent run at Cornell's 
Drummond Studio was a sue-
cess. immaculately shiny floor. The 
I wasn't particularly excited three main characters were of 
at the rrospect of a play con- diverse backrounds.Some 
cerning the war last Sunday, enliste~iom~ were draft~d, all 
especially when I was infor- · were d1S1llus1oned. Despite the 
med that the show would run dynamics of their in-
approximately three hours. terrelationships, I found the 
Nevertheless, a front row seat most interesting aspect of this 
in the tiny theatre made it easy story to be the fact that it took 
for me to become involved. place at an army camp in 
The simple stage set consisted Virginia in 1965 before the 
of thr~ army regulation cots, boys were to be shiJWed off to 
chests and lockers-all in that the war. Cornell actor Bar-
unmistakable vomit green naby Spring as the Mid 
military hue-for each of the western innocent but 
three soldiers that lived in that belligerent young enlistee, 
barracks;as well as a mop and early on tells his buddy of a 
pail, all neatly placed on an ~hildhood memory concerning 
Poetry Reading 
Irving Feldman, poet and 
professor of English at 
S.U.N.Y Buffalo, will read 
some of his work at the Tem-
ple of Zeus, Goldwin Smith 
Hall, Cornell University, 
tonight (10-28 )at 8P.M. A 
reception will follow. 
Mr. Feldman's poems have 
appeared in THE NEW 
YORKER, HARPER'S, THE 
ATLANTIC MONTHLY, 
and THE AMERICAN 
REVIEW, amon~ others. 
Forthcoming in 1983 1s 
TEACH ME, DEAR SISTER 
AND OTHER POEMS. 
Mr. Feldman has earned 
numerous awards and grants, 
including a Guggenheim 
Fellowship and the National 
Institute of Arts and .Letters 
Award. 
His reading is sponsored by 
the Creative Writing / 
Reading Committee of· the 
English Dept. of Cornell 
' University. 
the imagmed choice between 
being staioned in the Arctic 
with snowmen or in the jungle 
with the snakes; to which he 
decides upon the former. We 
are touched because we know 
what his fate is. The play sen-
sitively captures the young 
man's confrontation with the 
notion of being shot at. 
The acting in this produc-
tion was excellent; guest actor 
Damien Leake from New 
York as the black boot camp 
eraduate turned alcoholic war 
rebel destined for the front : 
line, Carlyler,was the gem of 
·he production; completely 
believable. The students are 
very lucky to have the oppor-
.. tunity to learn from him. His 
character forces the climax of 
the play when the army life 
drives . him to go wild with a 
knife onstage. The special ef-
fects were brilliant in this in-
stance, shocking the audience 
with splattering blood. 
Drummond even had as 
emergency medical technician 
on hand in case of fainting 
spectators. 
All in all, a poignant, 
professional, and effective 
prodution, despite some am-
biguous dialog. 
Iv 
SOUTH HILL 
needs writers¥ 
1Fill.m Critics 
Record Reviewers 
Music Critics 
Art Critics 
1flb.eater- Critics 
If you·,re interested please 
drop your name, phone 
number and interest, ·in the 
box next to check-cashing. 
Going to Be? 
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K S) K -ern s orner 
By Kevin G. Kem 
been criticised by some (not 
unlike the Korner) for offering 
a possible reversal effect. 
Social Scientists feel that crime 
would double with criminals 
wanting to be seen on national 
television. This is quickly 
solved with the commo·n 
"Hang Hood" put over the 
criminals head. As you can 
see, structured rules and 
regulations can s1ifle many of 
the scientist's concerns. Each 
city would be the judge to 
what is a hangahle offense, so 
not to exclude many crimes. 
People I ask you to look at this 
with -an open mind. Look at 
the soort, the monev and the 
solution which is not far away. 
I urge that if you know of a~y 
politician who is without a 
good campaign stand against 
crime. to write to me. Now 
that I've given you something 
, socially. important. to think 
about, I don't want to hear 
anymore complaining·. And 
till next week, try tq refrain 
from ripping off Macke. a 
bagel could cost you your life 
someday. 
The question has arisen to great _grandparents used to 
the purpose of "The Korner", bring the kids to. Think of the 
and the content for which is money that could be made and 
written. I wonder if these saved while at the same time 
same questions have ever been fighting crime. Why not make 
found- in the mail of my it a nationwide -weekly 
colleagues in print, Safire and hanging. With the football 
Bulhwald? I'm sure they were strike now in full swing, Mon-
as dishearted as I was to hear day nights on ABC seem to be 
of confusion on the part of the in need of something to fill 
readers. I say to you, (and you their time spot. ABC's Mon-
know how you are) need there .day Night Hanging, now that 
be a purpose to everything? · sounds- like 'something that 
There is proof of this could work. Each week the 
purposelessness walking ABC hanging crew would go 
around the commons at any to a different crime infested 
hour of the day. "The Kor- city and hang the worst dirt 
ner" is merely my chance to that the city can offer, under 
~G:n:er1Bocr.J> in cooperation with. 
presents ·. bring to you something to the lights of course. . 
laugh at and maybe something Dollar signs are written all ·· 
to think about week after over this id~a. New franchises 
week. The topics which I write would be popping up_ in every 
have also been the victim of town. So long Pittsburgh 
criticism. It has been said that Stealers, hello Pittsburgh 
my column has yet to take a Prosecutors. Goodbye Buf-
stand on any socially impor- falo Bills, l\ello Buffalo Bailif-
tant issues. If you want to fs. The Ground Round would 
read about socially important once again have to fight tne 
issues, subscribe to TV Guide crowds away from their Mon-
or Reade·rs Digest. But day big screen viewing. With 
because of all this criticism each town having their own 
you have aroused my inner All-Pro Hangmen teams, there 
journalistic need to inform would of course have to be 
and cause controversy hangmen programs in the 
amongst the masses. To my colleges and middle schools 
other, less information min- across America. I'm sure 
ded readers, please bear with before too long some radical 
me. A man's got to do what groups would be distur-
he's got to do. bed and there would have to 
With the elections just be a change from hangmen to 
around the corner, most of us hangperson. But we'U worry 
have been bombarded with the about that when the time 
shameless attempts of cam- coxghe-'stadiums there would 
paigning done by the can- be hangman yearbooks along 
didates across. the TV air with hangman dolls and Noose 
waves. . Behmd all ~he Day for the kids sixteen. aria 
mu.drakmg and back s~abbu~g . younger. Of course other ex-
a c~mmon concern 10 th!s ternalities would be jumping 
year s state and local races 1s . t th" fit ak·n en 
bl f . E h m o 1s pro 1 m 1 g v "' the pro em o cnme. ac H L"t Beer 
stand against crime is as dif- ture. . a1ngmanld 
1 
e be 
. commerc1a s wou soon ., 
f erent as the candidates them- making prime time, and Sears 
selves. As college students we 1 "th J C p Id Id k f h a ong w1 . . enny woo shoo eep abreast o t ese h f 11 r f ha an different stands. ave a u me O . ngm ' 
. , underwear and· paJamas. 
There 1s one stand that I ve However, let us not forget tht! 
yet to see, and wo~ld probably initial importance of this con-
solve the steady nse of urban t d ·t f" ht · t 
and big city crime. Bring back cep an 1 s ig agams 
crime. 
public hanging! That's right, 1 must mention that this 
good old public hanging, the crime fighting concept has 
kind of hanging our great, 
An-Evening with 
ILES DAVIS 
the Man~ the Music, the Legendo 
\ 
October 29th 
JLandmark Theater 
• 
8pm 
LANDMARK THEATER 
Discount Records-College Ave. Egbert Union-Ithaca College 
Corey Union-SUNY Cortland 
and all Ticketron locations throughout the Northeast 
"Listen to WICB for Details" 
lFor A PeacefuR, Prosperous lFuture 
FOR MEN & WOMEN 
' .. 
CON~:,.: MAlf McHUGH. ·· 
.. · -~-~r.-~ .. voAi< · ... .-. 
h ~ • • ,. .., • • , r • • ,~' • • ..... •' _. • 
Matt McHugh is working to halt the nuclear 
arms race. By co-sponsoring . the Nuclear 
Freeze Resolution in Congress, Matt has 
become a national leader in the effort to 
"freeze" development of new nuclear 
weapons on both sides, with tough safeguards 
to prevent cheating. 
Matt McHugh believes that America's 
future depends on qualified students having 
access to higher education. Matt has consisten-
tly supported student aid. 
Matt McHugh believes. that every citizen 
should be treated equally.· under the Con-
stitution. Matt supports the Equal Rights 
Amendment to outlaw discrimination on the 
basis of sex throughout the land. 
. . 
Vote for your interest~! 
Vote for Matt McHugh on Tuesday, ·November-2 
~ ~·. 
Mexican Wrap Sweater_ 100% Wool •3995 
Jerga Shirt 100% Cotton •1495 _ 
House of Shalimat --
eommons Pyramid 
73-79 9 257-2222· 
'. 
J 
,'} 
:, 
:~ 
·~ 
.~· 
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LC VISIONS_ 
,.,..., ,.., 
The Relentless River 
As sun sparkles (Co. · NT·, IE· §1f' ·~ I I I r :.• , I· ,) ,', :' • ', ' . .. .. 
"The Illusion of Reality" 
Good morning my little frien-
ds 
Welcome to our new cage 
Your wings have been clipped 
Far flying has been banned in 
the land of the blind 
We are landlocked 
Submerged in blood 
Drowning in our own ex-
crement 
So this is luv 
The light is darkening 
The blood rising · 
A sea of lies and mistrust 
We fallow the leader 
Though he follows us 
Confused 
Well you should be 
Your illusion :s plain .. 
This nightmare of your own 
creation 
We've stitched back youi 
wings 
Takeoff 
For this is death J. Dansereat 
Any item, in-stock, 
not already reduced 
Thurs. 28th 
, 7-lOpm 
10%-off 
Fri. 29th 7-lOpm 
20%off 
closed 5:30-7:00 
Save on plants, 
.furniture, giftware! 
TIIE 
: PLANTATION 
'"• 
. 114 
lthal·u Commons 
273-7231 
Stop 
:.Autumn, 82 • 
All I want to do, 
Is stop my life, 
to take a walk through the 
woods, 
Make love to all the trees, 
And rumble through the fallen 
leaves. 
Am I really asking too much? 
Where has the autumn gone 
That it has slipped through my 
fingers, 
My toes, my body, my soul, 
Why must life be so hurried? 
Stop! 
Anonymous 
On a cool trickle, 
You awake 
Under a white blanket. 
Time again, to 
Seep and Creep, 
Over rock and silt. 
Along the mountaintop, 
1;',0u wind, 
Descend through crags 
Tight and sharp, 
Rush, never pause, 
Downward. 
Through the lowlands 
You travel, 
Gaining strength. 
A bear awakes 
To your babbling. 
Arching, 
With power 
And grace, 
Splashing. 
Through a forest of pines, 
To a placid pond. 
You grow cold and slow. 
As a deer drinks, 
In darkness, 
Meander 
Quietly. By Joseph Nathan 
A $1.(IOO !!rand prizt· will he 
awardrrl in 1hr Eii?hth Annual 
Poetry Comprtition sponsrrerl hy 
World of Poetry. a 11uarlerly 
newsletter for poets. 
Poems of all Ktylt"i; and on any 
suhjerl an• elii?ihlr to compete for 
the !!rand prize or for 99 other 
1•ai;h or men·handii.r awardi;, 
totaling over SI0.000. 
Says Contrst Chairman,.JO!,eph 
Mellon, "We are encouraging 
poetic talent of every kind, and 
expect our ronlest to produre ex-
l'itinl! diseovrries." 
Rulei. and offidal entry forms 
an- availahh· from the World of 
Pot"lry. 2431 Stot"kton Blvd., DPpl, 
(;. SarramPnlo. California. 
"'l' ' ..... , ... 
Informational Meeting 
IC Womans Hockey Club 
Mf')nday9 November 11 
7pm Crossroad§ 
FUN~ EXCITI G~ 
CHALLENGING~ 
Join Now! No Experien.tce 
Necessary 
If you can't make it9 
call 277-0375 
. .. 
------------------------------~~==r: ____ ·-------· .... -_--...---.---__....,..- .... -.,,..,.---~~----..-~--.---·---,1· .. ~- ----,· -I 
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ACROSS 
1 Uncle -
4 Send forth 
9 Weaken 
12 Before 
13 Shades 
14 Arabian gar-
ment 
15 Run easily 
17 - bonnet 
19 Gentles 
21 Rubber tree 
22 Halt 
24 Conjunction 
26 Bark 
29 Peeled 
31 Spider's trap 
33 Born 
34 Above 
35 Taste 
37 Cargo unit 
39 State: Abbr. 
40 Corded cloth 
42 Footlike part 
44 Faux pas 
46 Waste allow-
ance 
48 Moccasin 
50 Rocky hills 
51 Cut off 
53 Omission 
mark 
55 Talks idly 
58 Fond wish 
61 Tatter 
62 Consumed 
64 Grain 
65 Be jn debt 
66 Lasso 
67 Pheasant 
brood 
DOWN 
1 Dry, as wine 
2 Macaw 
3 Tutor 
4 Unit 
5 Lorelei 
6 Tin symbol 
7 Shoshonean 
8 Jacob's 
brother 
9 Glossy fabnc 
10 - Lincoln 
11 Equality 
16 Binds 
18 Crafty 
20 Seed 
22 Jet forth 
23 Candle 
25 Soak 
27 Pariah 
28 Bose, et al 
30 Plunge 
32 Man's nick-
name 
36 - rally 
38 Memoranda 
41 Fur 
43 Algonquian 
Indian 
45 Conception 
.·SAUE IIONEV llllH TIIIE-OUT FOOD 
-FROM OUR DELI ad BIIIEIV DEPlol 
* OVERSIZE SANDWICHES . . 
*SUPER SUBS 
* l?IZZA e·EER SODA 
·*READY TO EAT MACARO"'ll $AILA[) 
* COOKIES, ROLLS & BREAD. 
47 Small child 
49 West Pointer 
52 Equal . 
54 Rockfish 
55 In favor of 
56 Uncooked 
57 Capuchin 
monkey 
59 Beam 
60 Summer: Fr. 
63 Tantalum 
symbol 
Saturdays. Tit Midnight • Sundays. 8 am .· .6 pm .. 
October 28, 1982 
FOOD STORES. 7 42 s. Meadow St., Ithaca-
. - -- - ----. .. .. - ·- - ---- -- - --·- -·-· ---- . -------- -· - - -- - - - - -
', 
I 
'" 
' 
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MAIL CALL 
Mail for the following · students is 
being held by the Ithaca Colege Mail 
Department. No local address is listed 
with the College's Registrar as of Oc-
tober II, 1982. If your name is on this 
list, mail may be picked up at the Job 
Hall Postal Station, Monday-Friday, 
8:30am-5:00pm. Also, p!Ease com-
plete a postal change of address card . 
with yo_ur current local address. 
Roy Anderson 
Patricia Beaton 
u:iuise Bcchmonn 
Lauro Becker 
Ellicott T. Colemon 
Mory E. Crosby 
M11rcia Dcisc 
Michael DcVergihus 
KimErtell 
Susanflliro 
Scou ferris 
Muinrct Fit>patrick 
Nola Gaska 
Susan Gassner 
Steven Glassman 
JonGouerer 
SimonGnffis 
Thomas M. Hart Jr. 
Henry Hayes Jr. 
Susan Hughes 
Jeff Koenig 
Lyncne l(rysick 
Paul Ltvinc 
Molly MncMillan 
Kelley AnneO'Donneh 
Kevin Rose 
Eliubcth 'roscn 
Patrick Ryan 
Tammy Sondact 
B. Schwartz 
AllysoScnie 
Joanne Scrnfini 
Amy Silberman 
Michael Silverstein 
Lauren Simon 
Bradley Smith 
Daniel Sussman 
M1chocl Thiim 
Martha Tyminski 
Toni Vaccaro 
Daniel Vogel 
David Wachs 
Angclenc Waring 
Career Plonaing 
LAKESIDE NURSING HOME INC. 
is seeking students who are interested 
in initiating, developing and being a 
manager for innovative programs, 
such as activity meetings, drama. 
discussion groups, exercise groups and 
music programs. 
Contact Elaine Leeder x33 l I. 
students interested in participating in 
the AMERICAN FED ERA TlON OF 
MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES 
LEGISLATIVE INTERNSHIP 
PROGRAM are advised that the 
NOVEMBER 15th application 
deadline is fast approaching. this 
oraganization will select 3 juniors or 
seniors to participate in the program 
from mid January through June 1983. 
A stipend of $550 per month is offered 
to participants. For more information 
contact the· CAREER PLANNING 
OFFICE. 1st floor, Gannett. 
Internatlo_nal Programs 
Students interested in studying with 
the Spring '83 Ithaca College Seville, 
Spain Program are asked to complete 
their applications and schedule an in-
terview by November 12th. For futher 
information please contact the Office 
of International Pragrams, Muller 
218, x3306. 
ITHACA COLLEGE LONDON: 
Thurs, Oct. 28 8:30pm. TI03 Dr. 
Bruce Dearing, University Professor 
of Humanities at Upstate Medical 
Center, Syracuse, to lecture on 
"Medical Ethics". No admission 
cahrged, refreshments. 
WICI members get ready for your 
future. The Ithaca College Chapter 
of Women In Communications, Inc. 
will present "Preparing Your Creden-
tials for The Future." Linda Gasser, 
Director of Career Planning, will lead 
the workshop on Monday, November 
8 at 7:00pm in F207. If you are in-
terested in joining WlCI you are also 
invited to attend. 
Senior Reminder 
"Seniors are reminded that they 
should come in to the Registrar's of-
fice to file an application for degree 
and to review their credits for 
graduation. It is important that this be 
done because without the application 
for degree there is the possibility that 
no diploma will be ordered for 
you.I!" 
ITHACA HOUSE GALLERY 
ASSOCIATION presents recent sculp-
ture by; 
Anne Auld, Roberto Bertoia •. and 
James Cole from Nov. 5 to Nov. 28. 
opening reception Nov. 5, S to 7pm. 
Fri. amd Sat. I lam to 5pm. Sundays 
I to 4pm; or by appointment 272-
1233, 108 N. Plain St., Ithaca, N.Y. 
14850 
The •• ,. Onbtmlla Moll Call ~ 
the most successful ever. For this, 
the staff of Armed Forces Mail Cail 
would like to thank those who par-
ticipated by sending Christmas mail. 
Numerous repports have been received 
from the various agencies which 
distributed the mail to our young ser-
vicemen and women, telling how 
much all the cards anq,letters were ap-
preciated at Chl.ristmas. 
Mail, whether individual pieces or 
by the box-full, is welcomed from 
everyone. and is in turn sent to more 
than one hundred locations across the 
U.S. and around the world, where it is 
made available to the young volun· 
tecrs serving in our Armeti Forces. 
The 1982 Christmas Mail Call is 
now underway, and this is an ideal 
project for individuals as well as 
college groups and organizations. For 
information on how you or your 
group can have a part in this unique, 
morale-boosting program, please send 
a self-addressed. stamped envelope to 
Armed Forces Mail Call, 6 520 Selma 
Ave.-no.315. Hollywood, CA 90028. 
Thank You! 
STUDENT MEMBERSHIP IN IAP-
CP 
THEITHACAN U 
Riders Wanted 
Go Greyhound to Syracuse. 
New York, and Long Island 
on Fridays and return on 
Sunday Call 272-7930 for 
schedules and 1nformat1on 
Ellis(rauonal emotive therapy), Dr. 
Hans Eysenck (research and 
evaluation), Dr. William Kroger (hyp-
nosis), Dr. Nathaniel Branden(biocen-
tric rherapy), Dr. Joseph Wolpe 
(behavior therapy), as well as many 
others. 
Requirements for student member-
ship include a minimum of 45 un-
dergraduare credits, a superior 
academic record (usually indicated by 
a minimum of a B average) and ap-
propriate faculty recommendation~. 
Benefits of student membership 
generally include an attractive cer-
tificate suitable for framing, listing in 
an international directory, periodic 
newsletters. announcemen'ts of 
workshops and training programs. 
and graduate school placement infor-
mation. Student membership in IAP-
CP should be of particular interest 
and benefit to individuals considering 
a career in psychology, medicine, 
social work. guidance or related men-
ial health or health care fields. 
For more information and ap-
plication materials, please contact The 
Academy, Student Membership 
Division, 2036 Blairmore Road, 
Lexington, Kentucky 40502, (516) 
546-6646. 
THREE FIRES COUNCIL OF 
CAMP FIRE needs a field placement 
from 7 to 9 years old in self-reliance 
workshops. Times and dates are 
flexible. 
Acceptance letters will be available on 
November 8th in the Office of Inter-
national Programs, Muller 218, for 
the Spring '83 London Center par-
ticipants. 
The Musical Theatre Program of the 
SU Drama Department will pay 
tribute to one of Syracuse's native 
sons, Jamcs(Jimmy) Van Heusen, in 
its fourth annual musical revue 
presentation. Brent Wagner, head of 
the Musical Theatre Program, wrote 
and is directing the production entitled 
"Swingin' on a Star--The Songs. of 
Jimmy Van Heusen, The Boy From 
Syracuse." Linda Sabo is providing 
chorecgraphy. The show will run in 
the Experimental Theatre. 820 E. 
Genesee Street, the weekends of Oc-
tober 28-31 and November 4-7. The 
show begins at 8:00 p.m. Thursday 
through Saturday nights, and 7:30 
p.m. on Sundays. Call 423-3275 for 
further information. 
The prestigious International ______________ _ 
Cnmpus Organizations 
Tuesday, November 2nd is election 
day across the country. Once again, 
the people ar WICB-TV will be 
keeping you informed of everything 
that is going on. 
The Office of Career Planning and 
Placement would like to announce "Ex-
ternship '82-83". The program places 
extems with professionals to "shadow 
them"- for one week during winter or 
spring break. Extemships are non-
paying experiences with results that can 
be priceless in helping you to learn 
about your own career decision. Our e 
xternships placements include business 
and industry. law, medicine and health, 
computer fields, print and electronic 
communication media, and many more. 
SKIERS: Mount Snow and Greek 
Peak sign-ups are still being taken. 
Please call Scott 272-6134, Fran 272-
9834, or Andy at SAB office if any 
questions arise. Look for future 
tables in the Union to purchase your 
G.P. ski packages. Mount Snow trip 
is Jan. 9-14, 1983. Ski your brains out 
over Christmas break. Everyone is 
welcome. 
Help Wanted 
Academy of Professional Counseling 
and Psychotherapy (IAPCP) is now 
accepting applications for member-
ship from highly qualified un-
dergraduate and graduate students. 
The Academy is a multi-disciplinary, 
international organization dedicated 
10 the worldwide pursuit of excellence 
in counseling alfd psychotherapy. It 
numbers among its Diplomates many 
of the leaders and innovators within 
the counseling and psychotherapy 
professions. On The Academy's Ad-
visory Council are many inter-
nationally renown individuals such as 
Dr. Aaron Beck (cognitive therapy), 
Dr. William Glasser (reality therapy), 
Dr. William Masters (sex therapy), 
Dr. Thomas Gordon (parent effec-
tiveness training), Dr. Albert 
Beginning at 11pm Tuesday night, 
WICB-TV's Newswatch 13 will 
present a special edition--Election 
Center '82. Complete coverage of 
every Iocaal, area, and state race, as 
well as some important national ones. 
The election center includes over 70 
people, all working to bring you the 
results quickly and accurately. 
If you would like to learn more about 
Externship '82-83 stop by the Career 
Planning and Placement Office. first 
floor Gannett. Aplications will be 
available at the Office on October 11 
Investment Club meeting every 
Tuesday at 8:30pm . in Science I IO. 
Everyone is welcome! 
Earn Free Travel and Extra 
Money as Campus Represen-
tative for Student Travel. 
Call Jim at 617-383-9560 
daily ... 617-545-6604 after 6p 
(\) 
( !") 
:-<.1be,uhauer 1{001,1 
Music 
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l Pill (1') 
Senior Flute, .I. Stcrio. 
,, pm ( F) 
:~'cvcmLeP 3 
Guest Artists: John 
~~111.1:£.l!, Saxopho~and 
tla ri_~ Sh rude, Piano, 
8:15 pm (F) 
- :"iovi:Jmber .: 
Faculty Trombone, P. 
Hunt,, 8: 15 pm (F) 
Theatre/Films 
__ :' :' 
i.;1... rt.'!\.!n in-:; f rum the RoJ 
<L:r-f(n-~{ z\rchiv~B, 
Je\.tor 102, 7 pm; t-.'llh 
P .i LL y % imme rm.:11111 (..1nd 
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Conference Room, 7 pm; 
spo:isored by Counseling 
Center 
:.·:,,, ,:_._ !' .r . .-
l~c_r2 ,,1!_u_l,_ Los,;;, Gannett 
Contercnce Room, 3 pm, 
sponsored hv Counse,Jing 
Center 
Rcsu1:1e Devel..<:2Pynent: 
\~r ltil!_& What Horks_, 
Gannett 115, 2 pm; sign 
up in Career Planning 
'lextor JO~, 7 & 'J:JO p111; _lll..a~k So!idarily l2.9l, 
<lumissiull c:h.irgec.l ,·11ni dlHI ';lh:clkl'r, 
~liss Julie, Arcn.1 
lhe.itre, 8 pm 
!-. -,;_ ... 1 1 3_· 
SAil f iJ m - )-~~!_r_£I1 __ hei t 
451, lexlor 102, 8 pm; 
~-Jmission ch<1rged 
Scrccnin_g from the Rue.I 
Serling Archives, 
Textor 102, 7 pm; ·~ilh 
~la rt in LaForse, 
Education Dept. 
SAil film - Life of 
Brian, Tex~J02, 
7&9:30 pm; admission 
charged 
compiled by the 
Office of Campus 
Activities - mlz 
Huf I~ r l.ou1h~1.?, l'n ion, 
6:30 pm; sponsored by 
Afro-Lalin Society 
;1,/Ve; ~r :;;1,_; !' -~ 
r;,:,cworkfo_g, the Art of 
Professional Contacts. 
Gannett 114, 1:30 pm; 
sign up in Career Plans 
Caree_r: Exploration, 
Gannett Conference Room, 
4 pm; sponsored by 
Counseling Center and 
Career Planning 
Novembe1• 2 
Assertiveness, Gannett 
Confe·rence Room, 6:30 pm 
sponsored by Counseling 
Center 
,'Jovernbel" 3 
~~~. Jop 
Room, Union, Noon; 
sponsored by Return to 
College Program 
Success£ul Interviewing 
Skills, Gannett 111 
1:30 pm; sign up in' 
Career Planning 
Meetings 
Sexual Qppression ,.111.11 l 
group, Job Room, liniun, 
12:30 pm; sppnsored by 
Sociology Dept. 
:-<.1vij;_ators FellowslnJ', 
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:•,_ .. ~ .; !' 
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Dining Ila 11, 8 I"" 
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-110,-8~ pm 
Orac½, Soc0.iL Induction 
Muller Chapel, 8 p~ 
Outing ~lub, Crossroads. 
Union, 8 pm 
,~'ovcr:i}c i' '.t 
Sexual, Oppression small 
group, Job Room, Union, 
12:30 pm; sponsored by 
Sociology Dept. 
November- 5 
Ndvigators Fellowshi~, 
Crossroads, Union, 
7:30 pm 
So, if you are looking to be infor-
med this election night, just turn to 
channel 13, WICB-TV, Ithaca. 
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Dear Mark 
You can make popcorn for 
us anytime. 
the Jazz Singer 
p.s. I thought the butter was 
just right. 
DearMEB 
Rumor has it she wants 
McD's by candlelight. 
Dear JC 
Glad you had a nice 
weekend. Good luck on Man. 
Acct. you can do it. 
TX 
Dear Lynny 
It's. not like I like in the 
terraces, miss you! 
love Sis 
Carol 
ooooh yes!! She's back to the 
booze. Please no "pirts" 
games this is the number 1 
floor. 
R 
Dear Matt 
Best of luck at Cortland, 
don't forget we'll be watching 
you 
Love TX 
Dear Tom 
Glad you made it back! 
missed you! 
Love TX 
P .S. you could have called! 
Dear tom, 
We 
Too bad it wasn't rammg, 
you could have practiced ·your 
backstroke 
TX 
DearC.L.D. 
You're a riot! Stay that way 
Girls 
Meet me at the House of 
Shalimar at noon Saturday 
Boys 
Dear "Not So Innocent", I 
had a fantastic time drinking 
Cold Duck etc. in 3! We'll 
have to do it again sometime, 
on you! 
Ghostie, 
I promise to come visit 
soon, but your legs aren't 
broken either. 
RH 
Manis, 
Get into shape and your ar-
ms won't hurt ~o much. 
Love ya 
Hello Mitch and Scott up in 
Terrace 6. 
An Eastman resident 
Love ya, Dear Homewrecker, 
"The Devilwoman" Keep up the good work your 
Jo Jo B-
Great cookies-have you 
thought about selling them to 
a novelty store. Plastic food is 
in this year. 
doing fine. (Just teasing.) 
Dear 3rd floor, second door 
from the end, please come 
down and visit 1st floor 
second door from the end, 
other side, I thind she's bar-
To the Downtown· Jogg_er · · mless. 
After a good workout hke that Thanks her roommate 
I could use a drink .. your treat 
of course. . 
Love a fellow complainer 
· To the girls: 
Hey Kunutz 
Get going on those 
pli,ins, we're all psyched. 
1st floor 
Damien, 
part 
(A) . prsnl fr y. (1-J)w's the 
wthr? (I) (h)r t's chngng fst. 
Bwr f fling wtr. How possessed do you 
Lv.? really get? Does it effect you 
when it counts. 
To Dave F: . . Signed 
In to each life a httle sunshine The Exorcist 
must eventually fall. If you p .S. Happy Halloween 
keep up with D.C. maybe you 
can get \t all. (at least its a per-
sonal for you!) 
Whale Bones 
Good Luck 
Saturday! 
Dear Mr. Distributor 
Haven't seen much of you 
lately? What's up, miss you! 
Dear Eastman, 
Happy Halloween everyone! 
Sisned a resident 
Dear Rose, 
I'm glad you stayed in this 
weekend and did your work. 
Hang in there kiddo. You can 
doit. 
Finally your roommate 
Dear Jeff, 
Just because we don't live in 
the same dorm this year 
doesn't mean we still can't be 
roommates. Come down 
anytime! 
Love your old roomie 
Dear Texas, 
Where's the. next roadtrip? 
How about Alaska! ha-ha 
Good ole Long Island. 
M.E.B. 
I'm really hungry. How 
about if we eat at you know 
where. 
Signed 
Off The Wagon 
Speedo, 
You're over the limit slow 
down or watch the signs. 
A Radar Monitor 
P .S. Melvin would want you 
too 
Bogan, 
You should have a powder war 
with m~re people. 
Roomie 
Nebuia, 
The mailbox is lonely. 
Write me a letter. 
Former Roomie 
Room 308 Eastman, 
What else did you train your 
fuzzy duck to do? 
Super Lush 
P .S. Drafty winds· can cause 
pneumonia 
KaDoo, 
How much butter do you 
like?· Maybe I'll measure it. 
Signed 
Happy Home Wrecker 
Pooke, 
Y qur a pink person. Do you 
like guys who are pink also. 
1/5 phone owner P.S. Just 
joking get a great guy 
Micki, 
You'll get one yet. Ao cheer 
up. 
Another single person 
Tom, 
That's why God created 
mass transit. It's faster. 
-c.l.d. 
Cedric, 
I'll wait for the case of 
molsons because I'm a nice 
person. 
Signe 
Off the Wagon 
P .S.Zzzzz:z.zzzz 
Boni, . 
Ted better come up here fast 
R.S. wants you BAD. 
Another Boni 
2nd Boni, 
We have free tickets to the 
following: 
The Spa, The Convent 
Monastery, Which would be m 
· ·ore fun? 
Another Boni 
p .S. I think corrupting the 
monks. 
'm.E.B, 
· The Jazz Singer was O.K .. 
Mommie Dearest was good. 
How will you be for Prince of 
the City? 
Signed 
Not just a movie critic 
J.C. 
How about if you get a bald 
wig. Then you won't have to 
worry about haircuts. 
C.L.C. 
P .S. I'm going to flush your 
drugs. 
Crazy Legs in Clarke, 
How are ya? I hope you get 
better soon. It's lonely at the 
40 without you. 
Love 
c.1.d. 
Eastman People are the best. 
Don't you agree? 
Signed 
1st floor residents 
J.C. Matt, 
r,:mmammmi:zm=a:==121E:r:a:=-rzm:-=i:s:ai=---------..i .... msmall!!ltll==""""m=:""'""mmn::ra ...... =-;, We hope that you do great To the guys in room 209, 
Did you get any new clogs 
lately? Don't forget to 
vacuum today. Let's make 
sure that this will be a fun 
weekend. swd'IAI~ .. 
Start wnh DANSKIN'" leotards and tights, and let your imagination 
do the rest. Be a devil or demure, bewitching or wicked, sensuous or silly. 
And after the party, you'll still hav·e a good time wearing your Danskin 
leotards and tights for exercise, ~ance, or with your favorite skirts or slacks. 
·, 
f\,P..G p,.t-1 
p,.t'l\f..RIC/\l'l <;\Jl'tR \'101'1\ 
Masks - Makeup 
Paints - Sprays 
All Accessories 
-House of s·halimar . 
. CENTER ITHACA• COMMONS·• PYRAMID 
at the Cortland game. You are 
one of our STARS. 
Love 
The Stumpettes 
Hi Ho You are another star. 
So you better K. some A. in 
Cortland. 
Love, 
Me 
Ziggy, 
The Stumpettes 
P.S. you need a personal fan 
club 
New brand from Frito-lay-
skins mmm good. 
'• •,~ •' ;, '~~..::·· . . ' . ...,,, ~.,.._., ........ •: • ..:.:•v• • _.•.,. '1•, •"' .,•-_,;, • •, .. ,,..,, • ·, '• 
look,abealL 
FQR YOUR NEXT HEAD TRIP, 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE {N NATURAL 
CUTS, HENNAS AND PERMS 
FOR BOTH OF YOU . 
. AIRY _cgnAR'I 
116 N. CAYUGA-STREET (Inside the Clinton House) 
273-2221 
VOURCHANCETOC0MET0l0ND0N 
Junior-year programs, Postgraduate dlploma1. Ono-y-r Mast-·11 
dog roes and Rosoarch opportunities In tho aoc:lol 11clenev11 aro offorod 
at the London School of Economics and Polltlcol Sc:lon<o. 
The wide range of sub1ecls includes 
Accounting & Finance. Actuorool Science. Anthropology. Business Studies. 
Economics. Economelrocs. Economic Hosiery. Europear> Slud1cs, Geography. 
Government. lnduslrool Relohons. lnlcrnohonol H1slory. lnlernoho;,nol 
Relotions. Low Monogemenl Science Operohonol Resi,orch. Ph1los.ophy. 
Plonn1ng Sludws Populolion· Studies. Pohlics. Seo Use Polocy. Social 
Adm1111strohon Soc1ol Work. Socoology. Soc1ol Psychology. Slohslicol ~ncl 
Molhemohcol Scoences Syslems Anolysis · • 
Applic.0111 . .111 blouk, lu,11, , 
Adtnlulon1llegl1trar. L.S.I .• Hou,gh10n ~1, .. 1. London WC2!1nglantl 
Plea .. 1lote wMth•r lunlo, yeo, Ot' po1tgraduot• 
~?1!"L-LSE London School of Economics and Political ~e 
. . 
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October 28, 1982. 
Lizzie B-
it just doesn't matter. 
-Me-
K.B. 
I miss you. How's da' 
Bronx? so glad to see you're 
doing so well. Road trip time 
soon! 
Love ya! 
Namesake 
Sue- , 
Any "review" session 
lately? Hate to tell you. But 
the class you were reviewing 
for was not Anatomv! 
Lizzie-
GET DOWN ON IT. 
"I wanna go crazy like the 
dqgs in the yard-
I wanna fly tonight. .. " 
Dawnzo-
You wild woman you- come 
visit again soon. It was SO 
good to see you- even though I 
- missed the Purity ½ gallon. 
I'll bring some with me Junior 
weekend. 
Nuger 
-FAME-
Hey.chubs, 
N.Y.C. here we come! 
I'm looking forward to 
the weekend with you. 
I know we are going 
to have a fantastic time. 
Love 
Your 
Feline 
Friend 
P .S. Why don't you come up 
and find out for yourself. 
J.H. 
Glad to have you back to your 
old self. Don't leave us again. 
Melanie 
Leather and C.P. 's girl, 
Good Luck with your party 
plans. I'll be there, probably 
late as always!!! 
Pinky 
Phyllis, 
I eat quiche! 
Your Prince Charming, 
Craig 
Hey Computer Whiz, 
Guess you really are a 
"whiz" kid. But what hap-
pened with the homework on 
_saturday afternoon? Three 
hours is too long!! 
-AMD & FXR & FEM 
DAPandW, 
Thanks for being there for me 
to "lean" on Saturday Night. 
J-
See if you can get your s~--
together to make it to Roscoe 
the weekend before T-giving. 
Get out of the city- you need 
the stink blown off ya! 
Looking forward to seeing you 
in 3 wks'? At least 4. I enjoyed 
cocktails Saturday. Thank-
you sweetheart. Love you, 
l 'll return the favor next 
_ time!! 
M 
P.S. "You're close enough to 
perfect for me." 
Interested in preventive 
medicine? The only ·cure for 
alcoholism is before it hap-
pens: Would you believe over 
100 million people don't 
drink? 
Dunzo-
1 just want to let you know 
that to me you 're the world 
series and the guys in the bull 
pen are only little league. 
The finger is still open and 
yours forever. 
Sparkplug 
3rd floor-Terry 
Dirt talk Sunday nite. 
Come one come all. 
Love You Guys 
Dearest Mom, 
I really enjoy your company 
and I look forward to our 
visits. You really make my 
·day (Smiles)! Your just 
Dynamite! 
Son 
The helpless one 
Darla, 
Here's to ahving fun and 
getting back to nature in cor-
nfields and peach orchards! 
Love you lots. Steph 
P .S. and when I was six 
Jim-
Where's my black negligee? 
Gretchen-
alias Hulio 
Thanks for the "mellow" 
weekend! You're always 
"halfway home" at IC! 
Jerry 
Pooky-
Sunday makes one year. 
Was it as good for you as it 
was for me? Thanks for going 
yesterday ... you did go yester-
day, didn't you? 
ILYBTM&S, 
Snookems 
Jean Crawford: 
Happy Birthday!! We hear 
you're having a party in your 
pants and everyone is invited 
to come. should we bring 
some granola or would you 
prefer a tall, dark Texan? 
Happy 19th! 
WeLufYou, 
Charlie's angels 
P .S. It's great to see you still 
have vour "savage" tan. 
G.S. Hope you had as good a 
Birthday as I did. Welcome to 
adulthood. Watch.out for 
stron G & T's. It's cold out-
side this time of the year. E.J. 
Wheaties, 
Backgammon can be fun. 
What are we on .. message 12. 
Remember 13 is an unlucky 
number. 
Poogy-bird 
Tim, 
Get an EGO! They're a 
worthwhile investment. 
Dear Ted,(as in bear) 
Is it true what they say 
about boucers, do they Haunt 
you?? 
Love, · 
a damsel in distress 
Ed Vimm, 
How come you never came 
to visit htis year?? 
Passionately, 
R&C 
To the Gentlemen of 26-1-6 
You are cordially invited to 
partake in a "hurt me big 
fime" meal with your fantastic 
terrific hip neighbors on the 
evening of Oct 29 or 30. Of 
course, Judy is invited too 
(don't come without her!) The 
catering, of course, will be 
provided by D&S kitchens,en-
tertainment to follow by D&S 
vocal performers in their T &A 
costumes (we know how much 
you like our music). 
RSVP ASAP with D&S an-
swering service. 
love, D&S 
To Mens Youth 8 
Lots of Luck in Philly. 
ROW FOR IT! 
Barb 
rHE ITHACAN 13 
Trotta-Man 
(It's about time I sent you a 
personal!) Get psyched for 
flaming shots and OJV's!! I 
know it's going to be a busy 
weekend, but Wilbur and I 
request some drinking time of 
you. Yes, we'll walk you up 
and down the hallway if you 
want, and you can borrow my 
garbage can. Have an ex-
cellent weekend and a really 
Happy 20th Birthday!! 
Love ya, 
H-Face 
Hirupa, 
Glad we were incorporated! 
Let's "celebrate" some more 
a5 alumni! 
"The H" 
Dear Da-Da-
Sorry for my attitude last 
week. I'll change it now thanx 
for putting up with me. 
You're a S-A-1-N-T. 
Ki-Ki-Ki 
Uncle Bill, 
Good luck in "Pirates"! 
Break a leg. 
Your biggest fans, 
K,c, and Huni-leigh 
To: Mary, Deb, Fwee and 
George, 
You made my horror show 
into a comedy feature. You 
guys are great! · 
Laye ya lots, 
"Hoov" 
P .S. I'm trading in my 
vacuum cleaner for a broom! 
Matt, 
How's life at the Tokyo 
Pig Farm? 
Your chocalate-sharing 
models. 
Ziggy, Pringle's are better. 
A weekend football star 
WVBR CELEBRATES THE BEATLES 
. . -~ ~' 
~• . ; ' 
.. 
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omcIAL LIMERICK ENTRY BLANK: 
11 you write us the best limerick about 
England we can read on the aitycu'll 
win a week for 2 in London co~ of 
Stone Travel ... WVBR wants to send vcv. 
to London on a ma~cal m~eryto\11!. 
,,, I 
._,· :-:.: 
.,.,_ '~ . 
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY NOV.12, 1982. 
WVBR 
227 Linden Ave. 
Ithaca. N.Y.14850 
-
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6 THE GRIDIR-ON·REPORT'' 
by Doug Clauson and promotion end of the year. A new set has been ad-
Television exposure and "Gridiron Report." His ded as well as Mayer as a 
publicity can help a college THE ·- duties include selling the show weekly feature host. Hayes 
football team a great deal. ... to merchant sponsors, helping also feels that the show is 
Many colleges however dqn't GRIOJ · -- to develop a seasonal budget progressing well through this 
get a chance to be on national and promoting the show season. 
television. Consequeatly, f4 through posters, forms and a "We've progressed a lot 
many schools will suffer from : • booklet that serves as an in- since the first show. The show 
lack of exposure and publicity formational piece for the has been quite sound, and with 
which might hamper their show. Salik feels the role of out many home games this 
recruiting efforts. The Ithaca the sponSurs of the show is season, we give people a chan-
College football program does very important. ' ce to see highlights of Bomber 
not receive national television "The sponsors keep the football," said Hayes. 
exposure during the season, show on the air. We have four "We are a little further 
but does get outstanding ex- sponsors this year; Printers ahead of last years show and 
posure on the local level. This Gallery, Ithaca Times, Dryden we've go a lot of good feed-
season, as well as last, the IC Speciality Trophy, and Ver- backthisyear,"addedSalik. 
football program found its ex- satile Food Management, each 
posure greatly enhanced by of whom gave-various. produc-
"The Ithaca Gridiron tion grants to the show," ad-
Report." ded Salik. 
The ''Gridiron Report' ' is Hayes and Salik are joined 
a half hour show aired each "Gridiron Braintrust": from left, producer Todd Hayes, coach by several talented people who 
Sunday night during the form an outstanding produc-
season at 10:00pm by WICB- Jiw Butterfie,d, feature host Steve Mayer, host Rick Hager, tion crew. Many people in-
TV channel 13. The host of and producer Scott Salik volved with the show are in-
the show, Rick Hager, is from the opponents Ithaca will responsibilities in an organized volved with other School of 
joined each week by Coach face each week .. This years and professional manner. Communications activities. 
Aside from providing local 
residents with coverage of the 
show, this year "The Grid 
Iron Report" is distributed to 
three local cable companys in 
Upstate New York. The show 
is distributed to; Binghamton-
Binghamton New Channels, 
Rochester-People's Cable 
Company, and Rome-Rome 
New Channels. Hayes feels 
the cable distribution of the 
show provides an excellent ex-
posure for Ithaca Football. 
Jim Butterfield. Hager and producers of the show are Hayes handles the production However, Hayes and Salik 
Butlerficld review Saturday's Todd Hayes and Scott Salik. end of_ the show. His respon- both feel that the members of 
game action and discuss Born- "By viewing the show sibilities include videotaping the crew have a special respect 
ber football. Other features of people get to see highlights of live highlights of each ball for quality while they're "The cable diStribution ex-
the show include a weekly the games and hear first hand game home or away. Hayes working on the show. - poses Ithaca football to areas 
player of the week guest, comments about Ithaca foot- . also handles the organization "People want to get in- that wouldn't normally get to 
various weeicly features by ball from Coach Butterfield," of these tapes as well as the volved with this show, more see it," said Hayes. 
feature host Steve Mayer, as said Hayes. week to week editing that is than they do with a lot of Hayes an_d Sali~ point out 
we\l as interviews with op- The team of Hayes and involved. other shows. They don't seem ~hat the mam : 0 g 10 the sh?w 
posing coaches and scores Salik have broken down their Salik handles the business to get tired with this show and , is the cooperation they receive 
r===~=:ii:::::======--=~========-==i:::=::::::=:==========---.__:i==m::i::=i-==="i} the crew that we have is one of wee~ to week from Coach But-
the most efficient crews down terf1eld ~nd_ the School of 
114 WEST 
GREEN ST. HAUNT 
HALLOWEEN 
EXTRAVAGANZA 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 3,i 
HALLOWEEN NIGHT 
Celebrate Our i 2TH Ann!versary~ 
o No Cover @ Great Dance Music 
o$100·Prize to BEST GROUP COSTUME-tr 
o $25 Prize to GROSSEST COST_UME-a 
o $25 .Prize to FUNNIEST COSTUME* 
G FR.EE WITCHES BREW to 1 ST 100 PEOPLE 
-Historically the Best Night of the Year! 
-(:r GIFT CERTIFICATES 273-3355 
. , . . ;' :· .' .. · .'' : I JI•,: I'• 1, 
• - • • • • ~ • • I I f, , 
here," said Salik. C~?1mumcat1o~s. 
Hayes added, , 'They respect Butterfield 1s the key to the 
the amount of time we put into show· !he show revolves 
the show and they give a good around him and the team and 
effort to make the show the he has been really 
cooperative." said Hayes. best it can be." 
The show has come a long 
way since its inception of last Continued on p. 16 
.273-9610 
.f'resh fish on 
weekends 
.Gourmet vegetables 
.DeWitt Mall· 
.Ethnic ni~ht 
on Sunday 
. Daily specials 
fine international and original cuisine 
Ask for free COKESi 
Purlgie•s Pi33g 
211 Elmira Road 
1272-7600 ~ 
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GAMES 
Doug Rick 
Ithaca vs Hobart IC IC Cornell vs Merchant Marine cu cu 
Alfred vs Albany St. AS ALF. St. Lawrence vs Buff. St. SLU SLU Syracuse vs Colgate s C 
Penn State vs Boston College PSU PSU 
Illinois vs Iowa ILL. ILL. 
Miami vs Florida St. M FS 
No. Carolina vs Maryland UNC UNC 
Use vs Arizona St. USC use 
Each week local media experts Doug Causon, Rick Hager, 
Kurt Smutko, Steve Mayer, Don Hatch and Dave Fischer will 
test their skills against one another on va~ious college grid 
contests. 
Last week we saw Rutgers upset Colgate which threw 5 of 
us off the line. 
Look for some good games this week as Alfred host Albany 
State, Illinois battles Iowa, and Colgate goes to the Dome to 
play Syracuse. 
The winner will be wined and dined at Rick Hagers apar-
tment at the cost of the other five participants! 
"Just hm<' lonu has Barry been HY1itinRJ<>r hi:- n·dc?" 
There's a more 
©le~endable way to ge\l ftH'D®u'.®o 
Greyhound is going your way with trouble-free. economical 
service. You can leave directly from campus or other nearby locations. 
Most schedules have stops at convenient suburban locations. And 
talk about comfort. You get a soft. reclining seat and plenty of room for 
carry-on bags. 
So next trip, go with the ride you can rely on. Go Greyhound 
Friday Ithaca NY . 
Syracuse . 
New York 
Hempstead 
Sunday Hempstead 
New York 
Syracuse .. 
Ithaca ..... 
.. Lv 12 55p 3 15p 3 40p 6 OOp 
. .. Ar 4 35p 7 35p 
Ar 5"30p 
. Ar 7 10p 
Lv 8 45a 
. Lv 3 OOp 
8 15p 
6 30p 
. L v 4 OOp 7 O()p 
. . Ar 7 35p 5 53p 11 30p 8 34p 3 10p 
For convenient daily service and complete informat1on. call 272-7930. 
Schedules o~rate every weekend eacept)'.lurrng notrdays eaam week and semester break Prices alll,1 schedules 
sub1ect to change Some serv,ce r8Qurres reservatrons 
Kurt 
IC 
cu 
AS 
SLU 
C 
PSU 
ILL. 
FS 
UNC 
use 
1982 GreytiouM ~,nes tnt 
Steve Fish Don Consensus 
IC IC IC IC 
cu MM cu cu 
AS ALF AS AS 
SLU SLU SLU SLU 
s s s s 
PSU PSU PSU PSU 
ILL. ILL ILL. ILL. 
M FS FS FS 
M UNe UNC UNC 
ASU use ASU use 
Standings After One Week: 
Doug 9-1 
Rick 8-2 
Don 8-2 
Kurt 7-3 
Fish 7-3 
Steve 7-3 
A~•AT•, C 
GAftDE~ 
[R tSfX1ffiXNt-1 
Chine,,e Am«·rirar, Food 
Stall' Street 2 72- 7:J50 
1159 Dryden Rg. 273·9725 
!Every Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday ... 
q.'.("esh"&ff ood Spe~iaRSJ 
Haddock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 95 
Bluefish 6 85 
Fi let of Sole 6 AA 
Sea Scallops 
Fishermans Platter 
Dinners include homemad~ chowder or 
salad, potato or rice plus a vegetable and 
bread. 
···and after 9 pm ··· 
~a~~ .. s1f i'QJb q&i;r 
raa~. boiled fat 
OYSTERS 
on the½ shell CLAMS 
45-0 on the ½ shell ,s,, or steamed 
SHRIMP 
35~ 
25¢ 'I. f 
---- .. ---------------------------
'·..: 
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SANT AND' ,, ', - ~ ·.·"' 
LEA, n,I· .'.~ _I.ti., - :~... ;,- •• 
by Dave Fischer 
Freshman Jay Sant scored 
two goals and Bill Bonsu. 
tallied once as Ithaca clinched 
the ICAC championship by 
defeating RPI, 3-1. 
"I'm proud of becoming 
conference champion," said 
coach Ray Rostan, "especially 
because I think we were swin-
dled last year.'' Ros tan is 
referring to a 9-4 St. Lawrence 
team that was named cham-
pion over an Ithaca squad that 
went 9-2-3. 
''There are over fifty teams 
on the regional level, so it's a 
tough job for the NCAA to 
pick four teams to go to the 
playoffs," said Rostan. To 
receive a bid to the playoffs a 
team must be recommended to 
the NCAA. Binghamton soc-
cer coach Tim Schum is 
chairman of the four-man 
committee that represents New 
York State. 
According to Rostan, if a 
team from the ICAC goes to 
the playoffs it is usually the 
league champs; in this case 
ITH 
Ithaca. "Going to the playof-
fs is an honor but I don't 
know if we deserve it. Some 
teams in the state have perfect 
or near-perfect records, so our 
record is not of playoff 
caliber." 
Including yesterday's 3-0 
loss to tenth ranked Syracuse, 
the Bombers have a 7-5-1 
record and are 5-1 in league 
play. RIT is 13-1-2, but placed 
second in ICAC competition 
with a 4-1-1 mark. 
Said Rostan, "We're really 
not in a very good position to 
get a qualifying bid ... The only 
chance we have is that rule 
which says, if anybody goes 
.(to the playoffs) it will be the 
league champs-and that's us." 
"The bid selections will 
come out on Sunday night, 
and I'll be waiting by the 
phone," said Rostan. 
If the Bombers do get a 
chance to see playoff action, 
they will travel to the first 
seeded teams home field to 
begin the two day tournament 
next Saturday. 
6 6(G1RJID1IRON9 9 
continued from p. 14 
''We also get a lot of Report is definetly in a class by 
cooperation from the School· .. itself. I don't think you will 
of Communications and Paul find a college production with 
Smith and ICB-TV. They've as much quality or cable 
given us a lot of support," distribution as the show 
Hayes added. produced right here at IC by 
"The Ithaca Grid Iron Hayes-Salik and Company. 
CA 
Informational Meeting 
IC Womens Hockey 
Club 
Monday, Nov. 1 7pm 
Crossroads 
If you can't make it, call 
277-0375 
~OME OF THE BIZARRE AND UNUSU~ 
/ ~ 
On the Commons 
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during yesterday's action 
Wine 
Glass es 
the iron shop 
on the commons 
272-5101 
HICKEY'S 
Music Store 
new location 
115 The Commons 
over Logos 
Bookstore 
(in The Emporium) 
Just a DittBe reminder, 
my darlinks ! 
Make no plans 
for the hours 
after darkness 
tonight-- .. 
draw for 
your discount 
at 
The Book Shop of Collegetown 
403 Colle~e Ave. 
272-7111 
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(Courtesy of Sports Information) 
Vllr!llty football (4-3,0-2 ~-/\l.:); O~t. 30, Hobart. Freshman place-kicker 
Chris Weiller(Hartsdale) kicked a 28-yard field goal midway through the 
second quater and the Ithaca defense made that tally hold up as the Bombers 
beat American lnternational,3--0, last week. It was Ithaca's third win in a 
row. Defensive stand outs abounded for Ithaca, led by outside linebacker 
Mike Bontempo. Bontempo made 13 tackles, including three quarterback 
sacks and 'One tackle for lost yardage.Other defensive standouts included 
junior nose guard Billy Sheerin, with 12 tackles, junior linebacker Dave 
Stone, with eight tackles, sophomore linebacker Garry Gerbis, with 14 
tackles,junior linebacker Dave Stone, with eight tackles, junior defensive 
tackle Gerry Stryker, with seven tackles including one sack and three tackles 
for lost yardage, and junior defensive tackle Dave Trojanski with eight 
tackles. Junior linebacker John Edwards intercepted one pass. In all the 
Ithaca defense had five quarterback sacks, seven tackles for lost yardage, 
seven pass deflections and one passinterception. Offensively, despite the low 
score, Ithaca produced well. Fullback Mike Moreau carried 21 times for 107 
yards, his second straight 100-plus rushing. 
Women's Junior Varsity Field Hockey (7-0-1); Nov. 2, Lock Haven. The 
Ithaca College junior varsity field hockey team kept its unbeaten streak alive 
when 'it defeated East Stroudsburg, 3-0, last week. Gina Tuttle, Leila Kime 
and Barb Wachowiak each scored unassisted goals for the Bombers. Coach 
Doris Kostrinsky singled out the offensive performance of Colleen Mc-
Donald, Raeann Winkler, and Wachowaik, and the defensive play of 
Maureen Brady, Mary Jane Boyle and Peg Radkiewicz. 
women's "nrslty tennis (4-5) 
Ithaca placed third in Division II and sixth overall at the New York State 
tournament after splitting matches with Cornell and William Smith last 
week. Senior Jo Byrnes and sophomore Lisa Brown led the Ithaca effort at 
the state tournament, winning the consolation bracket to place fifth. Last 
year Byrnes teamed with Pam Grayboff to place second in doubles. 
Sophomore Jeanne Dunn won one and lost two at the state tournament, 
while Priscilla Davis lost her first two matches and the doubles team of Don-
na Bailenson and Jean Crawford lost its opening match, then was forced to 
withdraw. Ithaca 
lthac's 6-1 win over William Smith was highlighted by victories from all four 
of the team's seniors, Bailenson, Byrnes, Della Schmid and Sue Valof. 
Women's Varsity Volleyball(l9-S); Oct. 26, Cortland State; Oct. 27, at St. 
John Fisher w/Fredonia; Oct.29, at LaSalle Invitational. Ithaca swept 7 of 9 
matches last week. Ithaca gained second place at the Cortland Invitational, 
losing only to the eventual winner Edinboro State once in round-robin play, 
2-1 and again in the finals, 2-1. The Lady Bombers were led this week by 
strong perfomances by junior hitter Jeanne Sharkey, senior co-captains Mary 
Andrus and Cathy D' Apice 
Womens Varsity Field Hockey (13-2); Nov.2, Lock Haven. The Ithaca 
College field hockey team raised its season record to 13-2 with two impressive 
shutouts last week. Ithaca beat East Stroudsburg, 6-0, and C. W .Post, ranked 
' third nationally in Division 11,7-0. In the East Stroudsburg game, senior 
Cathy Foto led the attack with three goals and one assist. Senior Mary Klecha 
added two goals and two assists, and sophomores Tracey Moyer and Lisa 
Clarke had one goal and one assist respectively. In the C.W.Post game Foto 
,led the scoring with three goals. Linda Am\lSP added two goals and one 
assist. Patty Brady scored one goal and one assist, and Moyer and Diane 
Rapp added one goal and one assist, respectively. Kostrinsky singled out 
Foto, Amuso and Rapp offensively and Brady, Klecha, and freshman 
goalkeeper Karen Howarth defensively. Howarth had five saves in the game. 
Men's Varsity Soccer (7-4-1 overall, 5-1 ICAC); Oct. 27, Syracuse; Oct.29, 
LeMoyne. Ithaca faced two tough ICAC opponents this week knowing it 
only had to win one of the two matches to win the ICAC title. It did just that 
as the Bombers fell 2-0 to RIT, then came back later in the week to beat RPI, 
3-1, and win the Independent College Athletic Conference title. Freshman 
Jay Paul Sant scored twice in the RPI game, tying the game in the first half 
and then scoring the winning goal at 6:18 into the second half. Sophomore 
John Julien had an assist on the third goal to give him seven points on the 
season. Senior keeper Craig Stewart played in both games last week and 
lowered hes goals against average to 1.57 for IO games. 
A 
Women's Varsity Soccer Oct.26, at Hamilton; Oct.29, at Vermont; Oct. 
30, at Plattsburgh State. Ithaca was 2-0 last week, defeating LeMoyne 
College, 4-2, and Cornell, 2-0. Penny Domm scored three goals in two ga1J1es 
giving her a total of five goal5 on the season. Freshman goal keeper Laura 
Slagle recorded her fifth shutout and compiled a .874 saves percentage and a 
1.22 goals against average. 
Men's Cross Country (11·1 overall, 5-1 ICAC);Oct.30,ICAC championship 
at Hobart. Ithaca tuned up for the ICAC meet last week by defeating Hobart 
and Alfred but suffered its only loss of the year when RIT beat I.C., 25-31. 
Pat O'Connor and Jim Quinn tied for first place overall in the field of 37 
runners with a time of 31 :00.0 over the I 0-kilometer course. Kevin Bishop 
was the next finisher for Ithaca, placing seventh, followed by Dave O'Con-
nor in ninth. 
WEEK 
MIKE BON1fEMF(O) 
Junior linebacker Mike Bont~mpo, a junior college transfer 
was a key player on Ithaca's 3-0 win over American Inter-
national College this past Saturday in Springfield, mass") 
Bontempo took part in 12 tackles including three quarter-
back sacks and one tackle for lost yardage to pace a tough 
Ithaca defe~se that stymied the AIC attack. 
Bontempo teamed wltb nose guard Billy Sheerin for a sack of 
AIC quarterback Ro~ Pena, deep in J.C. territory with less 
than a minute to play. The sack forced AIC to attempt a long 
fieldgoal that was wide. 
Aside from his performance on Saturday, Bontempo has 
been doing a good job most of the season. He is 6th on the 
team in tackles with 38, and leads the team in quarterback 
sacks with 9. 
For his performance,. The Ithacan honors Mike Bontempo 
as Athletec>f the Week. 
• .... .. .. .. ... a. • .... • ....... • • ,. ... • • .. • • - ... • • • • .. • ., a. " •· ti a a • , t ,,,. &. .1 
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18y Doug Clauson · Koob does not have a bers have picked up the usual 
With all the talented per- 41 preference between the for- winning ways of an Ithaca 
formers that come through the mations. football squad. Going into 
Ithaca College football ,. ,,1,. "Even though I 5tart off Saturday's contest against program, records are bound to from a different point, my Hobart, the Bombers are 
be broken. This season is no ~~ responsibilities are the same riding a three game win streak. 
John Koob, with three games r can run any play from both together as a team and we also 
exception. Senior tailback ~-, .· . ~, from either formation. We "We've really come 
remaining this season, has formations," said Koob. have realized the potential that 
already moved into the num- Koob's backfield partner we have. In the beginning of 
ber 11 spot on the Ithaca -~ ,,., this year is fullback Mike the season, we weren't 
career rushing list with 1026 ·.i'.~J::< , Moreau. The two have com-· together as a team and we suf-
yards. Koob needs only 2 bined for close to 1000 yards fered from that," added 
more to pass Lou Muhlich for on the season and are a Koob. 
the 10th spot. definite asset to the ltha~a at- Koob did set some in-
Koob came to Ithaca from tack. dividual goals for himself in 
Roosevelt High School in "Mike and I compliment the beginning of the year, but 
Hyde Park, New York. He each other really well. On puts team success way in front 
feels that coming to Ithaca has O · most of our plays it is a tan- of these goals. 
really helped him as a perfor- \:} dem responsibility so we need "I'd like to reach 1000 yards 
mer. \ 1 ~ to work together," added for the season, but the main 
"I'm glad I came to Ithaca. "" Koob. thing I'd like to see is the best 
I wasn't that good in high Koob is enjoying a good season possible for the team as 
school, but I have improved season, rushing for 526 yards a whole," said Koob. 
while playing here. I guess I'm and three touchdowns despite "From the rest of the season 
a late bloomer," saidKoob. missing one game with a ham- on, I'd like to see U5 win all 
This season the Bombers string injury. our games and I'd like to keep 
have switched from the pro-set "I'm pleased with my play on improving as a player. 
formation, to the I formation this season but I'm ·not totally Koob like other good run-
offense. One of the main ., satisfied. The most important ning back5 has a Jot of praise 
reasons for the switch was to · thing is for the team to be for his teammates on the of-
better utilize the talent and John Koob grounds out yardage against Fordham winning," said Koob. fensive line . 
..:s.!:p.::..ee::.:d=--o=-f:......:K~o.::.o.:..b.:... _H__;.o_w_e_v_e""'r ''-----------------------------A_f_te_r_a_sl_o_w_st_a_r_t,_1_h_e_B_o_m~- "The offensive line makes a 
lot of things happen for Mike 
and I. Their power and skill 
helps it a great deal,'' added 
Koob. 
By Tom Bloodgood 
BOMBERS NOT 
6 6000DENOUGH' ~ 
The shifting of courses Freshman Mike Hogan and woras or one IC athlete, "We 
were hardly trying." 
This Saturday, Ware's 
squad travels to Hobart for 
the ICAC league champion-
ship meet. Major competition 
could come from St. Lawrence 
u. 
Each week Ithacan Sports 
Editor Doug Clauson will put ' 
an Ithaca athlete or coach on- · 
der the "Sports Spotlight." 
Freshman standout Jerry 
Goodenough had to sit out last 
Saturday with a turned ankle, 
and Coach Bill Ware's 
Harriers were victimized by a 
strong RIT pack; losing by 5 
points. The meet was 
originally cast at the Bombers' 
home site, but was moved to 
Rochester at the last minute, 
turning what was to be a 5.2 
mile Cross Country run into a 
10 kilometer road race. 
proved detrimental to Ware's Dave Shaw, sophomore John 
thinclads. Nevertheless, Bush and Junior Mike Egan 
Sophomore Pat O'Conner and also had good days as did 
freshman Jim Quinner sophomore Ed Diez. Two 
finished in a tie for first place, other teams, Alfred U. and 
just four seconds off RIT's Hobart, also ran on Saturday. 
course record. Junior Kevin The Bombers swept both 
Bishop had an exceptional teams with little effort. In the 
day, clocking his fastest IOk ~:am.-.am1111111&11!111111111B111111 .. 1111B1mlllllaranc::;:=:=================91 
ever. Teammates Dave 
O'Conner and Tom 
Bloodgood rounded out the IC 
too five. 
"To keop Your Spirits Up .. 
" H&H 
LOQUOR AND WINES 
CLOSESTLJQUOR STORE 
TO I.C. CAMPUS 
2 18 ON THE COMMONS 
,;5lF<eaiull"&ng the Finesil: SeDec'lcooiro 
off tM. V. State Wines 911 
WIN A FREE 
25 l& BUNDLE 
OF LAUNDRY 
WASHED o DRIED o FOLDED 
Enter the 
CORNELL 
LAUNDRY 
uclean up on footbalB" 
CONTEST 
3 winners per week 
OFFICIAL RULES 
1. Clip out the Cornell Laundry clean up coupon. 
Hand print name, address & telephone number. 
2. Drop entry off at Cornell Laundry, 
527 W. State St. No mail entries will be 
accepted. 
3. Winners will be determined in a random draw· 
ing from among all entrants picking at least 4 out 
of 7 games correct. 
4. Entries must be received by 12:00 P.M. Satur-
day. 
5. No purchase necessary to play. 
6. Winners will be announced each week in this 
=a:~EKS rornell 
WINIIIERS ~[J nOr)l Jufle Balcerzak LJ 
Mike Catalana 
Glenn Tuckman AND DRY CLEAN RS 
announced each 
week in this 
newspaper. 
627 WEST STATE STREET 
ITHACA, NEW YORK 
PHONE: 272-3661 
(V) - Visitor (HJ - Home 
4 out of 7 correct makes you eligible to win. 
I. (V) Columbia - (H) Army 
2. (V) Merchant Marines - (H) Corr,ell : 
3. (V) Brown - (H) Harvard 
4!J.. (V) Yale· (H) Dartmouth 
s. (V) Penn State · (H) Princeton 
6. (V) Hobart - (H) llthaca 
7. (V) Colgate - (H) Syracuse 
Cornell Laundry Clean Up Coupon 
Winners announced each week 
in this newspaper. 
Name 
Address 
City ____ State ____ Zip ___ _ 
Phone ____________ _ 
Drop off entry form at Corn,e/1 Laundry, 
527 West State St. (272;3561) 
'f.L.,.1,·.-1 ,Hf:I.Jj 
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GETS CABLE TV ~x .. POS·U:; R·:,E:,  '';, ~ ::, ,.. ., ~: ,'~ ~: 
By John Lippincott 
The NFL players' strike, a 
tragedy for most football fans, 
is proving a boon to a college 
in New York State. Ithaca 
College is producing full-scale 
television broadcasts of its 
home football games and 
shipping them off to four large 
cable television systems in cen-
tral New York. "So far as we 
know," says Mike Withiam, 
the College's Director of Spor-
ts Information. "we're the 
only college in the State and 
one of the few in the country 
that is producing its own 
coverage of football games 
and then marketing them out-
side the immediate area." 
This unique arrangement has 
put Ithaca College football in-
to 160,000 homes this fall at 
just the right time to nab foot-
ball-starved viewers. 
The college has been broad-
casting its games on a local 
cable system since the early 70s 
but only this summer did 
Withiam approach other cable 
stations with the offer of high-
quality videotapes of college 
football. The arrangements 
were made before the NFL 
strike became a reality. "I'd 
like to claim prescience in set-
ting up this deal," says 
Withiam, "but we were just 
lucky; we had the right 
product at the right time." 
Of course, much more than 
luck is involved in producing 
material that is acceptable to 
the cable systems. "Ithaca 
College is providing us with 
network-quality coverage of 
their games," Dave Whalen, 
director of programming for 
Binghamton New Channels 
says. "The entire production 
is very professionally done. 
The camera work, the swit-
ching, and the number of 
cameras being used all make it 
an excellent production." 
The videotaping, as well as 
the announcing, of the game is 
done by students from the 
College's School of Com-
munications. This year the 
students run five cameras 
during the game--one in each 
end zone, one on either side of 
the press box and one hand-
held on the sidelines. "Being 
assigned to cover the football 
games is a real plum for the 
students," according to Paul 
Smith,· the College's Director 
of TV operations. "As a 
result, we get the best students 
working on this project and 
turn out first-rate coverage." 
On the Saturday evening of 
a home game, the videotape is 
broadcast over the local cable 
station. While it is being 
broadcast, four duplicates are 
being made by the technical 
staff of the communications 
school. On Sunday a 
promotional spot is "dropped 
in" the, half-time slot and by 
Monday the tapes are on their 
way by bus or courier to cable 
systems in Rochester, 
Syracuse, Binghamton and 
Elmira. The games are then 
rebroadcast in each of those 
markets early in the week, in 
all cases during prime time. 
Two of the systems use their 
community access channel for 
the games, one preempts 
ESPN--the national all-sports 
network--and the other runs 
SPIKERS Wl·~T \l~ 
TOURNEY 
RICH GETS 200TH WIN 
By Mike Ayala However, coach Rich also her 200th victory in 10 years as 
Woman's sports at Ithaca assesses that there is always an IC volleyball coach. 
College mav not get the room for improvement, "one · "The girls knew they would 
recognition it deserves, but the area we must improve is our have to give 100 percent to win 
lack of attention doesn't seem serving percentage. ·At times the game but I didn't tell them 
to phase our outstanding we have had mental lapses until after the game about the 
women who consistently where we will serve the ball in- significance of the victory. I 
produce positive results. to the net or out of bounds myself didn't find out until the 
Volleyball is no exception. and lose our edg·e at critical day before from sports infor-
This past weekend the Spikers points during the game.'' mat ion," said coach Rich. 
travelled to East Stroudsburg The Spikers still have a con- Subsequently the girls 
as a defending tourney cham- siderable amount of play left played close to flawless 
pions and retained their title on their 40 game schedule volleyball and beat Cornell 3 
by going 5-0 and raising their beginning with the Cortland games to I, by scores of 15-6, 
record to 11-3. Invitational this weekend 15-12, 10-15, 15-11. The 
Th'e Bombers began the which coach Rich pointed out revelation of the significance 
tournament by defeating as always being "Tough games of the victories only added to 
Westchester of Pennsylvania, for IC," and ends with the joy of clefeating arch rival 
moved on to defeat easily, Syracuse, who defeated the Cornell on their own floor. 
Lafay~tte, Sausbury of Bombers earlier in the season. The 5 wins this past 
Maryland, Rutgers and West- The story doesn't end here. weekend raised Sarah Rich's 
chester once again to take the A couple of y.eeks ago the career mark at IC to 205-77-3 
tournament. Spikers traveled to the other to give her one of the best' 
Sparked by outstanding of- hill to face Cornell (16-2) for winning percentages of any IC 
fensive play by co-capt. Cathy what they knew was going to coach. Coach Rich summed 
D' Apice, a 5' 11" senior from, be a tough game. What they up the occasion by saying 
West Hartford, Ct., Rhonda didn't know was the fact that "milestones are always fun 
Faunce, a 5'9" soph. from if they won the 3 games it but I really want to see my 
Great Bend, N.Y., and Jeanne would give coach Sarah Rich players do well. 
Sharkey, a 5'9" junior from 
Nesconset, N·.Y., who are 
the game in place of a 
duplicate commercial station. 
"We have to hustle to get the 
tapes ready for shipment," 
Withiam notes, "but we 
haven't dropped the ball yet." 
Unfortunately, the Ithaca 
football team, known as the 
"Bombers" has dropped the 
ball a few times. Its current 
record of 3 and 3 is not up to 
the standards usually set by 
the College, which has reached 
the NCAA Division III playof-
fs five times during the last 
eight seasons. Things are 
looking better for the current 
season, however, after a 42 to 
15 trouncung of Division fl 
Springfield on October 9. 
Ithaca's School of Com-
munications also produces a 
weekly half-hour coaches' 
commentary, "Gridiron 
Report," which is being 
carried by three of the cable 
systems airing the game and by 
one company that does not use 
the full-game coverage. Fur-
thermore, the students 
produce highlights of the 
games for use on commercial 
television sports coverage. 
The College does not realize 
any direct financial benefit 
from these broadcasts. 
However, it is unquestionably 
valuable as promotion for 
Ithaca's athletic program and 
the College as a whole. 
College President James 
Whalen, who has missed only 
one Bombers game in seven 
years at Ithaca, remarked, 
"We are very proud of our 
athletes and of our com-
munications students. The 
cable broadcast of our games 
provides exposure for the 
players, professional experien-
ce for the television majors, 
and the opportunity for the 
College to demonstrate the 
quality of our programs.'' 
The next step for Ithaca 
College may be to provide the 
systems with other material 
once the football season is 
over. "We are, of, course, 
thinking about taping other 
sports, "says Withiam, "but 
we're also considering 
programs that draw on our ex-
cellent music and theatre 
productions at the College.'' 
Photo by Geoff Donovan 
Jean Sharkey prepares to deliver a bump during volleyball action. 
spiking at an excellent 40 per-_ 
cent kill ratio, the Bombers 
have moved up to the 10th 
spot on the national rankings. 
POTTER COUNTY STRIDER§ 
Coach Sarah Rich seems to 
feel that if they continue to 
play well on both offense and 
defense, they are definitely 
capable of doing well in post 
season play should they reach 
them. "We are a very young, 
enthusiastic group with only 2 
seniors al" the eirl's attitudes t ~ l!l 1."' !Cfs.Cf.l ~,·tA ~ ..... j: I. s I & •• 
nave Just een great.' 
The Potter County Striders streets. os the only man to win the another strong field of runners 
with the Coudersport Cham- Trophies will be awarded to sky l O n I n tern at ion a 1 again this year. Anyone in-
ber of Com·merce are in all age groups; also 100 Marathon more than once terested in running the Shake 
finalizing plans for the fourth turkeys of the frozen variety winning in 1981 and this year. Your Tail Feather Road Race 
annual Shake Your Tail will be given to the first 100 Terry has a best 10 k time of should contact: 
Feather lOKm Road Race, to people to cross the finish line. 30: 19. Denny Menschel 
be held in Coudersp,ort. on Terry Stanley a well known The Potter County striders are P.O. Box425 
November ~3th at 12:00 noon.· runner from El~red, _Pa. won well known for having well Coudersport, Pa. 1~915 
, 'f~e ~ovts.e.1s. a..flqt.fast c;qqr:,~, , lc\Sty~s,r,ap~ ~ 1tl} ilJ\Ql~ P.f .... organizod . races . ~nd , are, P.hone..8.L4-214-917P. · , • 
wmding through ~oudersport 31:11, a course record. Terry looking ·forward to hosting · 
::· 
... 
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USES STRONG DEFENSIVE EFFORT 
ITHACA TOPS AIC 
By Doug Clauson -
The Ithaca College Bombers 
put together an outstanding 
defensive effort to defeat 
American International 
College 3-0 this past Saturday 
in Springfield, Mass. 
IC's defense stymied several 
AIC scoring opportunities 
throughout the game including 
a big quarterback sack by 
Mike Bontempo. and Bill 
Sheerin in the closing minute 
of the game. 
AIC had the ball on the 
Ithaca 20 with 40 seconds 
remaining in the game 
following a fumble on a bad 
snap to punter Jeff Lacey. 
However, on third down Bon-
tempo and Sheerin sacked 
AIC quarterback Rod Pena 
for a loss that forced an un-
successful 4th down field goal 
attempt. 
"I forced him out of the 
pocket and got a hold of him 
by the legs. I held onto him 
and then Mike came in and 
leveled him," said Sheerin. 
'' I was rushing on the play . 
but I slipped. When I got up 
Pena was there and Billy and I 
brought him down," added 
Bontempo. 
The only score of the day 
came on a Chris Weiller field 
goal from 28 yards out in the 
second quarter. It was · 
Weiller's first field goal of the 
season. 
"I was more ready than 
nervous. It was my first at-
tempt of the season and I 
knew what I had to do. Tom 
Toohey gave me a good snap 
and Kevin Finn put the ball 
down well," said Weiller. 
Weiller's field goal was just 
about the only difference bet-
ween the teams on the day. 
Both teams had almost iden-
tical stats but the 
key to the Ithaca victory was 
the play of their defense. 
"The defense won the game 
for us," said Ithaca Head 
Coach Jim Butterfield. "They 
rose to the occasion every 
time, even thQugh we were 
much smaller than AIC. I 
don't really know how we held 
as well as we did against their 
size, but we played well along 
both frontages." 
AIC had some excellent 
scoring opportunities turned 
back by the Bomber defense. 
Late in the third quarter, the 
Yell ow Jackets had the ball on 
the Ithaca two yard line but 
could not push the ball into 
the endzone. 
"Each time they were in 
good scoring position w~ 
got up mentally. Our attitude 
was great and we just said to 
ourselves in the hudle that they 
weren't going to score," said 
Sheerin. 
The defensive shutout ex-
tended the Ithaca quarter · 
shutout streak to six. The play 
of the Bomber defensive back-
field has improved a great 
amount from the beginning of 
the season. 
"We are playing a lot more 
together in the backfield and 
everybody knows exactly what 
their job is," said c-ornerback 
Mike Devergilius. 
Offensively the Bombers got 
another strong game from 
fullback Mike Moreau (21-
107) but lacked a passing game 
against AIC. Quarterback 
Jeff Flanders was only 3 for 13 
but had many passes dropped 
by his receivers. 
"If we catch the ball when 
we are open and it's thrown 
well, it would have been an en-
tirely different ball game," 
said Butterfield. 
The victory was the Bom-
bers third in a row going into 
this weeks game against 
Hobart. 
"Beating AIC is a real 
feather in our cap, over the 
years they have been the most 
difficult team on our 
schedule," added Butterfield. 
Bomber Blasts-Hobart will 
play the ball game without 
Head Coach Jack Daniels who 
\\as hospitalized October 20 
with chest pains. Assistant 
coach Dick Taylor will lead 
the Statesmen on Saturday. 
Saturday's game will be the 
final home contest of the 
season and kickoff will be 
I :OOpm imtead of I :30pm. 
JLOCKHAVEN 
NEXTFOR 
BOMBERS 
•,••<P• 
-~ ~ 
,~ ~,; 
Live coverage will be 
provided by WVIC-
AM,WICB-FM and WTKO-
AM. Tape delay will be shov. n 
on Saturday night at 8:00pm 
on WICB-TV channel 13. 
llhaca College O 3 0 0-3 
Al(' 0000-0 
IC-Hi 28 Weiller 
by_ Dave Fischer 
"We are really starting to 
peak at the right time," Ithaca 
field hockey coach Doris 
Kostrinsky said after her team 
demolished C. W. Post, 7-0. 
Leading scorer Cathy Foto 
netted three goals, Linda 
Amuso scored on two 
breakaway attempts, and Pat-
ty Brady and Tracey Moyer 
added one each. 
'·'We had a very decisive 
showing ... the team looks 
stronger every game and the 
girls have confidence in them-
selves and as a unit. They 
know they're capable of 
scoring goals ... there's a good 
feeling on this team," said 
Kostrinsky. 
Goalie Karen Howarth 
made six saves while the Bom-
bers took 39 shots of their 
own. Howarth and Paula 
Majeski have a combined 
goals against mark of 1.04, 
and Ithaca has been scoring an 
average of 5.02 goals per 
game. 
4
' When you star scoring 
five goals a game, thafs .a 
lot," cited Kostrinsky. ·~ We 
have dominated play and we 
have good speed, which has 
been a tradition at IC." 
The Bomber's last regular 
season game is a ·h-ome contest 
against Lock Haven. This 
meeting will pit two potentjal 
national champs against each 
other before they go on 
separate paths into the playof-
fs. 
"Beating LockHavenwould 
give us great momentum 
which would carry into the 
playoffs, but this game can't 
oe the climax . of our 
season, "Kostrinsky said. 
Ithaca has never beaten . 
Lock Haven, and because of 
this Kostrinsky is confident 
that "both teams will be very 
up for this game; but 
especially our team. It may be 
a personal goal for many of 
our seniors to beat Lock 
Haven because our losses to 
them have been such close 
games. 
Lock Haven was the 
Division II National Champs 
last year and Ithaca placed 
third. This year, Lock Haven 
boasts an 11-1 record and has 
given up only four goals in 
twelve games. 
"They've had many 
shutouts because of their 
stingy defense," said Kostrin-
sky. "The Lock Haven game 
will be a hard played and higr. 
powered game ... both team~ 
respect each other." 
~.· , 
' . .. 
Teilm Slalistics 
IC 
First downs 12 
Rushes-yards 52-174 
Passing-yards 48 
pa\ses 3-13-1 
punts 7-33.1 
penalities-yards 9-63 
Fumbles-lost 7-1 
Individual Slatislics 
AIC 
12 
50-162 
55 
5-19-1 
7-32.7 
4-40 
4-0 
IC rushing-Moreau 21-!07, Koob 
21-73, Flanders 8-8, Sirianni 1-5. 
~ AIC rushing-Ganon 12-61. 
_-~ -':· .. ~ Szawlowski 17-56, Charle~ I 0-27, 
, .• · . ···: - ·- .D Pena 10-16, Scyocurk 1-2. 
. . •. · . < IC passing-Flanders 3-13-1, 48 yar-
. · ::'· _ ., ~ ds. 
· ,.., • ·• . _ . ~ A IC passing-Pena 3-14-1, 43 yards, 
: · •-:.,., ·· • . . • . 1;' Hall 2-4-0, 12 yards, Cronen 0-1-0. 
... : . · , .. ... ' • ..; . ;:· :'~ ,'--_:. :· ,._,_ 9 IC receiving-Sirianni 1-27, Koob J-
' .,,.,.,:,·; ,- ,. """;. ,:' -~· '. .•,.;_,, ~--'· "~,~·-· .. _g 15, Koob 1-6. 
·····:~,i-r:··. -~.:;.:.~"'.:·. -...... _, .'< : ~ · ·-~ • c.. AIC receiving-Ganon 2-27, Vernon 
· ··· ~ - · .. · 1-15, Hunt 1-8, Boncek 1-5. 
Cathy Foto goes for the ball. 
In.side Feati"1.res~ 
200 for rich 
Volleyball Coach Sarah Rich Gets 200th Win 
athlete of the week 
Linebacke~ Mik~ Bontempo Wins It 
·-
' 
l 
. i 
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